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Almost 1,400 film professionals from 
47 countries around the world gathered 
for this year’s Asian Film Market, 
the industry program that unfolds 
alongside the Busan International Film 
Festival every year. Despite lowered 
expectations for business deals, the 
Asian Film Market announced that 
2016 was a successful year, with an 
increase in participants compared to 
last year and a number of positive 
results. 
Several sales were reported during the 
busy market, with YEON Sang-ho’s 
Train to Busan from Contents Panda 
and KIM Sung-soo’s Asura: The City 
of Madness from CJ Entertainment 
proving particularly popular.
Presenting their lineups, Korean 

Report from 2016 Asian 
Film Market in Busan

london Korean Film 
Festival Puts on women’s 
Focus for 11th Edition

The London Korean Film 
Festival is getting ready 
to put on its 11th edition 
in November, which 
will run from November 
3rd to the 27th, first in 
London and then around 
the UK, making stops 
in Glasgow, Belfast, 
Sheffield, Manchester 
and Nottingham.
Opening the festival 

will be LEE Kyoung-mi’s mystery-
thriller The Truth Beneath, featuring 
SON Ye-jin and KIM Joo-hyuk. The 
film will also lead this year’s special 
program ‘The Lives of Korean Women 
through the Eyes of Women Directors’. 
That lineup includes LEE’s debut film 
Crush and Blush (2008), JEONG Jae-
eun’s Take Care of My Cat (2001), LEE 
Jeong-hyang’s The Way Home  (2002), 
YIM Soon-rye’s Forever the Moment  
(2008) and BYUN Young-joo’s Helpless  
(2012). Several more recent titles will 
also be featured, such as the indies Our 
Love Story and Cart (2014).
HONG Sang-soo’s Yourself and Yours 
will serve as the closing presentation 
while the rest of the lineup is choke 
full of major titles that were released 
throughout the year, including LEE 
Joon-ik’s DONGJU: The Portrait of a 
Poet, YEON Sang-ho’s Seoul Station, 
WOO Min-ho’s Inside Men and KIM 
Sung-soo’s Asura : The City of Madness. 
This year’s LKFF will also put 
on sections on ‘Indie Firepower’, 
‘Classics Revisited’, animated films, 
documentaries and an Artist Video 
program for the first time. 

Korea’s top commercial filmmakers have 
been drawing plenty of notice this year, 
but the fall season has also welcomed a 
bevy of new titles from some of Korea’s 
most acclaimed arthouse filmmakers.
Earlier this month, HONG Sang-soo 
nabbed his first ever award at the San 
Sebastian International Film Festival 
when his latest film Yourself and Yours 
had its European premiere there, 
netting him the Silver Shell for Best 
Director. The film, which stars KIM Joo-
hyuk and LEE Yoo-young, debuted at 
the Toronto International Film Festival 
and will go on release in Korea at some 
point in November. 
Following last year’s omnibus Love 
and…, ZHANG Lu returned to the 
Busan International Film Festival this 
year as the director of the opening film 
A Quiet Dream. The film stars HAN 
Ye-ri as a woman with three potential 
suitors, played by acclaimed filmmakers 
YANG Ik-june, PARK Jung-bum and 
YOON Jong-bin.
KIM Ki-duk also returned to Busan 
with The Net, in which RYOO Seung-
bum plays a North Korean fisherman 
who accidentally drifts south of the 
DMZ. The film debuted at the Venice 
International Film Festival and also 
screened at Toronto in October.

sONG Kang-ho’s Career 
Exceeds 100 Million Viewer 
Mark

Legendary star SONG Kang-ho has 
become the first leading actor in Korean 
cinema to record over 100 million 
admissions throughout the course of 
his career. The actor crossed the mark 
with the success of his latest hit, KIM 
Jee-woon’s Chuseok smash The Age of 
Shadows, which is currently just over 
the 7.4 million viewer mark and is still 
screening in theaters.
Formerly a stage actor, SONG debuted 
in cinema 20 years ago in The Day a Pig 
Fell into a Well (1996), the first film by 
indie director HONG Sang-soo. His first 
box office success were the 1997 gangster 
dramas No. 3 and Green Fish and KIM 
Jee-woon’s debut film The Quiet Family 
in 1998. In 1999 he scored his first 
blockbuster success with Swiri.
The star’s biggest titles include his 
collaborations with PARK Chan-wook, 
such as Joint Security Area / JSA  (2000), 
Sympathy for Mr. Vengeance  (2002) 
and Thirst (2009), those with BONG 
Joon-ho, which comprise Memories of 
Murder  (2003), The Host (2006) and 
Snowpiercer (2013), as well as diverse 
titles such as Secret Reunion  (2010), 
The Face Reader (2013), 
The Attorney (2013) 
and last year’s The 
Throne.
SONG is now working 
on several projects, 
including the currently 
filming Gwangju 
massacre drama Taxi 
Driver alongside 
German star Thomas 
Kretschmann.    
by Pierce Conran 

NEWS

Korean Arthouse Auteurs 
Heat Up 
Fall Festival Circuit

sales companies, including the 
aforementioned companies as well as 
M-Line Distribution, reported increased 
sales compared to last year’s market. 
On the back of the success of Train to 
Busan, Contents Panda drew plenty 
of attention for the rest of its slate, 
fielding several offers for Pandora , 
another disaster title. Other titles that 
sold during the event included Showbox 
films Luck-Key, a remake of Japanese 
film Key of Life, and their disaster 
drama Tunnel. 
This year, 27 projects took part in 550 
meetings during the 19th Asian Project 
Market (APM). Of those, seven came 
away with awards, including Love and 
Vengeance from Indonesian filmmaker 
Edwin, which picked up the main 

Busan award, worth USD 15,000. The 
Japanese project The Chrysanthemum 
and the Guillotine from director ZEZE 
Takahisa won the Bright East Films 
Award, and NEANG Kavich’s White 
Building, a Cambodia-France co-
production, took the CJ Entertainment 
Award and the ARTE International 
Prize. 
Korean winners included SEO Eun-
young’s Undefined (Lotte Award), 
KIM Hee-jung’s The French Woman 
(KOCCA Award) and JANG Kun-jae’s 
The Cold-blooded Penguin (MONEFF 
Award).
Meanwhile, 20 works were 
presented through Book To Film 
and E-IP Pitching events at the 2nd 
Entertainment Intellectual Property 
Market. The E-IP pitching sessions 
have become the signature program of 
the market, which highlights Korean 
intellectual properties, oftentimes 
hailing from webcomics, a popular new 
media form in the country. 
Among those, CHUNG Myung 
Seob’s “The Lawyer who sues 
Chosun Dynasty” took the Book 
To Film prize while AN Jong-jun’s 
“sprinter: Underworld” received 
the E-IP Pitching award. Each 
accolade was worth USD 10,000 and 
bestowed by Korean film studio Next 
Entertainment World, which now 
retains first look options regarding 
production, investment, sales and 
distribution on both projects.
by Pierce Conran

www.koreanfilm.or.kr  5
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KOFIC successfully Held 
Korean Film Night at BIFF 
Enjoyed by 700 or More Domestic and 
Foreign Filmmakers and Businessmen 

DMZ Docs 2016 KoBiz 
Online screening Opened on 
september 26

KAFA Opens 
“Directing studio” 
with Director 
JO sung-hee in Vietnam

KOFIC held the Korean Film Night on October 7th, at the Westin 
Chosun Hotel in Busan. Korean Film Night is a BIFF event held 
by KOFIC every year, where filmmakers and businessmen all over 
the world meet to celebrate achievements of Korean cinema and 
facilitate networking. 
At the event this year, a 4-minute video was screened to illustrate 
noteworthy Korean films of 2016, which include Train to Busan , 
A Violent Prosecutor, The Age of Shadows, Tunnel and Operation 
Chromite, which are the top 5 box office winners this year so far. In 
addition, strong diversity films like One Way Trip by CHOI Jeong-
yeol, Seoul Station, an animation by YEON Sang-ho who also made 
Train to Busan, and Worst Woman by KIM Jong-kwan were also 
introduced.
Korean films invited to the three major international film festivals 

DMZ International 
Documentary Film Festival 
(DMZ Docs) has built 
its identity based on the 
two notions of DMZ and 
documentary, and is now 
in its 8th edition this year. 
DMZ and Korea, the divided 
country, have become places 
where you are reminded of the 
importance and necessity of 
peace, communication and life, 
through diverse documentaries 
from all over the world that 
show the possibility of life 

and healing, and overcoming the wounds of war, violence and 
oppression. KoBiz Online Screening service, which facilitates 
easy access to Korean cinema regardless of time and venue, 
aims to show the strengths of Korean documentary through 
Festival Screening: DMZ Docs 2016.
One Warm Spring Day by JEONG Su-eun is the opening film 
which reminds us of the pain of separation and looks back on 
the tragic history of Korea, following the life of her grandfather 
who used to be a North Korean soldier. Also, interesting 
documentaries will be introduced through KoBiz Online 
Screening, including All Live, Olive by KIM Tae-il and JU Ro-
mi which depicts diverse aspects of Palestinian everyday life 
under Israeli occupation; Itaewon by KANG-YU Ga-ram, which 
tells the story of past, present and future of Itaewon that is a 
symbolic place in modern Korean history; Ladies’ Lunchtime  
by KOO Dae-hee, dealing with the story and life of the women 
and diverse take on of lunch time; and The Part-Time Workers’ 
Union by YUN Ga-hyun, containing a happy subversion of part-
time ‘laborers.’ 
The Festival Screening: DMZ Docs 2016 is held at https://
screening.koreanfilm.or.kr for three months from September 
26th.  
by PARK shin-Young

Korean Academy of Film Arts (KAFA) of Korean 
Film Council (KOFIC) is holding “Directing Studio” 
in Vietnam, inviting director JO Sung-hee. Directing 
Studio is taking place during Hanoi International 
Film Festival (HANIFF) which opens from November 
1st to 5th for five days.
The event is part of HANIFF Campus, a production 
education program at the festival, the only 
international film fest in Vietnam. HANIFF Campus 
consists of three sections: Directing Studio, HANIFF 
Project Market and Script Station. Each section selects 
10 to 15 people. It will strengthen the network between 
Vietnamese moviemakers and foster the connection 
and development of film industry by awarding 
excellent projects.
Director JO Sung-hee will give a lecture about the 
currents in movie industry and skills at directing. 
He graduated from KAFA and received the Best New 
Director award at the 49th Paeksang Arts Awards 
with his directorial feature debut A Werewolf Boy  
(2012), and released The Phantom Detective this year.
Meanwhile, KOFIC opened K-Cinema Global 
Networking in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, in June of 
this year, and signed a memorandum of understanding 
(MOU) with Vietnam Cinema Department to vitalize 
the film industry of both countries.
by KIM Hyun-jung

KOFIC NEWS

are also included in the video, and they are The World 
of Us and The Bacchus Lady, invited to Berlinale; The 
Handmaiden and The Wailing, invited to Cannes Film 
Festival; and The Net, invited to Venice International 
Film Festival. 
Honorable guests included IM Kwon-taek, Christian 
Jeune (Director of the film department at the Cannes 
Film Festival), Christoph Terhechte (Head of Forum at 
the Berlinale), Roger Garcia (Director of the Hong Kong 
International Film Festival), YASUSHI Shiina (Director 
General of the Tokyo International Film Festival) and 
Gerwin Tamsma (Programmer of International Film 
Festival Rotterdam ).
by AHN Young-yoon
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After a few years of major growth at the 
beginning of the decade, the Korean box 
office has remained flat once again, with 
this year’s total to date staying at the 
same level as 2015. However, where gains 
have been made is in the local industry, 
which has churned out several major hits 
and found itself with a significantly better 
market share than last year.

Local Hits Edge Out Hollywood as Box 
Office Reaches Saturation Point
In the first three quarters of 2016, Korean 
cinema has fielded a diverse array of 
titles that have captivated local viewers 
with their attractive mix of stars and new 
genre material, as filmmakers have looked 

New Genre 
and 
New Hope

Box Office Report
Review of the First 
Three quarters for 
2016

Tunnel

BOX OFFICE

Title Release Dates Country        Admissions

1 Train to Busan Jul. 20, 2016 Korea 11,564 ,542

2 A Violent Prosecutor Feb. 3, 2016 Korea 9 ,706 ,696

3 Captain America: Civil War Apr. 27, 2016 USA 8 ,677,249

4 The Age of Shadows Sep. 7, 2016 Korea 7 , 4 75 , 111

5 Tunnel Aug. 10, 2016 Korea 7,120 ,4 85

6 Operation Chromite Jul. 27, 2016 Korea 7, 04 6 ,991

7 The Wailing May 12, 2016 Korea 6 ,879 ,908

8 The Last Princess  Aug. 3, 2016 Korea 5,596,340

9 Zootopia Feb. 17, 2016 USA 4 ,704 ,979

10 The Handmaiden Jun. 1, 2016 Korea 4 ,287,779

11 Kung Fu Panda 3 Jan. 28, 2016 USA 3,984 ,800

12 Spirits’ Homecoming Feb. 24, 2016 Korea 3,586,929

13 Deadpool Feb. 17, 2016 USA 3 , 3 17 , 19 1

14 Now You See Me 2 Jul. 13, 2016 USA 3,100,113

15 X-Men: Apocalypse May 25, 2016 USA 2,938 ,818

The Top 15  Korean Box Office 2016 (as of October 11)

outside the typical formulas that have 
blighted the mainstream throughout 
the last ten years. This trend for 
new stories carries on from late last 
year when The Priests, Korea’s first 
mainstream exorcism thriller, became 
an unexpected fall smash. Films that 
have benefitted from audiences hungry 
for something different include NA 
Hong-jin’s critically acclaimed The 
Wailing and several films set in the 
Colonial Era, but most of all, the zombie 
smash that continues to fill its coffers 
around the world, YEON Sang-ho’s 
Train to Busan.
These fresh titles have helped give 
Korea the edge in the marketplace, 
as the local industry captured 54% of 
ticket sales in the first nine months of 
the year, amounting to 90.51 million 
admissions out of a total of 167 million. 
That total figure is comparable to the 
previous three years, which range from 
165.7 to 168.13 million, showing just 
how stable the exhibition industry has 
become in Korea, which has begun 
to attract major Hollywood studios 
interested in making local productions, 
such as 20th Century Fox, Warner 
Bros. and Netflix. 
Yet the figure also demonstrates that 
the marketplace has reached saturation, 
a fact that has likely contributed to 
several top Korean movie houses 
beginning to forge major ties overseas, 
particularly in China and Southeast 
Asia, such as CJ Entertainment, 
Showbox and Next Entertainment 
World. While this year’s local market 
share eclipses both 2014 (51%) and 
2015 (50%), it remained far behind the 
record-breaking 2013, which saw the 
domestic output gobble up 60% of the 
marketplace.

Local Cinema Explores New Genres
The Priests introduced the exorcism 
thriller to the Korean film market 
to explosive effect last fall when it 
attracted 5.44 million viewers and 
this spring NA Hong-jin’s The Wailing  
proved that religious-themed horror was 
no flash in the pan in the marketplace. 
A dark horror combining investigative 
thriller, psychological horror and 
extended sequences of shamanistic 
rituals, the feature became a major 
talking point both in Korea and at the 
Cannes Film Festival where it premiered 
Out of Competition. Ultimately, the film 
wound up with 6.88 million viewers, 
making it the most successful film in 
NA’s career and sixth most popular 
Korean title of the year so far.

Yet Korean audiences’ thirst for new 
genres hardly stopped there, with the 
year’s biggest hit (as of this writing) 
turning out to be another new genre for 
the industry. Though it’s been a staple 
of low-budget filmmaking across the 
globe since George A. Romero exploded 
onto the scene with Night of the 
Living Dead in 1968, the zombie film 
has seldom been seen in Korea, and 
generally only as part of an independent 
omnibus feature (such as The Neighbor 
Zombie, 2010), rather than encompass a 
full feature narrative. 
However, all that changed with the 
release of YEON Sang-ho’s debut live 
action film Train to Busan, which 
recorded the largest opening day 
(872,000 viewers) and biggest five-day 
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actor GANG Dong-won for his revenge 
plan. 
Though it only had three days of release 
within the time frame examined by this 
piece, the trend continued to popular 
effect with KIM Sung-soo’s action noir 
Asura: The City of Madness, which 
once again featured HWANG, this time 
alongside JUNG Woo-sung. The film 
had a powerful opening and reached 2.26 
million viewers as of October 6th.

Disappointing Returns for Hollywood
Though Hollywood titles overall 
remained a relatively popular draw 
in Korea as they accounted for 42% of 
sales, few films were able to break out 
in a major way. The top ten through 
September 30th only featured two 
American titles, with the rest of the list 
being made of homegrown titles.
The top Hollywood film of the year (and 
third overall) to no one’s surprise was 
Captain America: Civil War. The film 
proved to be yet another hit for Marvel 
in Korea but with 8.67 million viewers, 
the film was seen to underperform 
slightly, as it came under the totals of 
both Iron Man 3  (9 million admissions 
in 2013) and The Avengers: Age of 

Ultron, which scored 10.49 million 
admissions in spring last year, though 
that film’s total was likely inflated due 
to the fact that part of the film was shot 
in Seoul. The other top ten title, which 
landed at number nine was far more 
unexpected. Disney’s animation Zootopia  
charmed audiences in February and 
during its long run eventually reached 
4.7 million viewers. 
Meanwhile, other Hollywood titles that 
tore up the global box office failed to 
generate the same kind of interest in 
Korea. Warner Bros.’s DC Comics titles 
Batman vs. Superman: Dawn of Justice  
and Suicide Squad opened well but were 
quickly forgotten, amassing 2.26 million 
and 1.9 million viewers, respectively. 
Landing just outside of the top ten were 
Kung Fu Panda 3 (3.98 million viewers), 
which was directed by Korean-American 
Jennifer YUH, R-rated superhero film 
Deadpool (3.32 million viewers) and con 
artist thriller Now You See Me 2 (3.1 
million viewers).

Diverse Summer Hits
As always, the year’s busiest time was 
the high summer season that runs 
from late July through August. The 

film that kicked off the season and 
remained the top title of the year was 
the aforementioned Train to Busan and 
coming hot on its heels a week later was 
the Korean War action film Operation 
Chromite from John H. LEE. The 
project drew plenty of notice due to the 
casting of global superstar Liam Neeson 
as General Douglas MacArthur and 
had a gigantic debut, during which it 
clobbered the lacklustre performance of 
Jason Bourne. The film finished its run 
with 7.05 million viewers, making it the 
fifth most successful homegrown title of 
the year. 
The Last Princess was next at bat and 
continued the string of Korean hits 
before making way for two new local 
films in the second week of August. Run 
off, a sequel to 2009 sports hit Take Off, 
was unable to gain an audience, but 
disaster drama Tunnel, from A Hard 
Day (2014) director KIM Seong-hun and 
with HA Jung-woo and BAE Doo-na, 
wound up topping Operation Chromite  
after several weeks of strong play. The 
film is currently the fourth most well-
attended Korean title of the year with 
7.12 million viewers. 
by Pierce Conran

start of all time (4.75 million viewers), 
eclipsing the records set by naval period 
epic Roaring Currents in 2014.
Train to Busan also burned up the 
charts of several countries around the 
world (as detailed in a separate feature), 
but its local success also inflated 
the performances of two subsequent 
zombie titles in the marketplace that 
would have had great trouble securing 
audiences otherwise. First was YEON’s 
own animated feature Seoul Station, a 
low-budget prequel to Train to Busan  
which was produced directly before it  
and was seen by 147,000 spectators, 
and second was the explosive success of 
the Japanese zombie manga adaptation 
I Am a Hero, which scored 189,000 
viewers in early fall. 
Also carrying on from last year was the 
success of period narratives set in the 
Colonial Era, when Korea was occupied 
by Japan. Last year saw CHOI Dong-
hoon’s action-thriller Assassination set 
its sights on 12.7 million viewers but 
while no film has topped that this year, 
four Colonial Era narratives made it to 
the top ten ranking of local films. 
Third for the year with 7.16 million 

viewers and still in theatres as of this 
writing was KIM Jee-woon’s The Age 
of Shadows, which marked a massively 
successful market debut for Warner 
Bros., which produced a Korean film for 
the first time and is already busy with 
their second and third titles. Seventh on 
the local chart was the drama The Last 
Princess with SON Ye-jin which, with 
5.6 million admission, became the most 
successful film in director HUR Jin-ho’s 
career.
Just behind that was PARK Chan-
wook’s The Handmaiden, an adaptation 
of Sarah Waters’ novel Fingersmith. 
Following its Cannes Film Festival 
competition debut, the film amassed 4.29 
million spectators in June. Coming in at 
ninth but arguably the most successful 
among all these films was the crowd-
funded independent drama Spirits’ 
Homecoming. The long-in-the-works 
film, which deals with the touchy issue 
of comfort women in Colonial times, 
was a sensation in February, ultimately 
selling 3.59 million tickets. Further 
down the chart, but also impressive was 
the black and white biopic DONGJU: 
The Portrait of a Poet, which marked 

the independent film debut of hit maker 
LEE Joon-ik. Penned and produced by 
indie filmmaker SHIN Yeon-shick, the 
film was the 17th most popular title of 
the year with 1.17 million admissions 
despite its very low budget.

Vicarious Thrills in the Cinematic 
Fight against Corruption
Another trend that carried over from 
last year were Korean films featuring 
narratives highlighting the corruption 
prevalent in Korean society. The 
narrative style yielded Korea its 
number one and four biggest hits last 
year with RYOO Seung-wan’s Veteran  
and WOO Min-ho’s Inside Men, the 
director’s cut of which scored almost 
two million admissions at the beginning 
of this year. 
The next smash to echo the sentiments 
of frustrated Korean citizens was a 
Violent Prosecutor which was released 
during the Lunar New Year holiday in 
February. The film featured Veteran  
star HWANG Jung-min as a prosecutor 
framed for murder by his corrupt 
judicial colleagues who engages the help 
of a young convict played by The Priests 

The Age of Shadows The Wailing

DONGJu: The Portrait of a PoetThe Last Princess
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Korea’s film market may have reached 
saturation at home but that hasn’t 
stopped Korea’s top film companies 
from continuing to find ways to grow. 
2016 proved to be a landmark year for 
Korea’s studios outside of their home 
country, with several Korean-produced 
titles for other markets achieving 
significant results overseas and one 
Korean film scoring record returns 
across the globe.
This has truly been the year of Train to 
Busan, the biggest film at the Korean 
box office in 2016 and now the most 
successful Korean film of all time 

overseas, edging out the performance 
of BONG Joon-ho’s Snowpiercer (2013), 
despite that films’ much higher budget, 
English-language narrative and cast of 
global superstars. 
The zombie film, which was the live 
action and big-budget debut of indie 
animator YEON Sang-ho, became a 
huge success story for its investor 
Next Entertainment World and 
global sales agent Contents Panda, 
not to mention all the distributors 
around the world that picked up the 
film’s regional rights and who scored 
massive returns. 

The Train of Record-breaking
Shortly after its record-setting 
performance in Korea, where it posted 
an all time opening day record (USD 
5.76 million) and eventually steamed 
past 11.5 million viewers (USD 83.53 
million), it was already soaring past 
the best performances of Korean films 
in several Asian markets, such as 
Hong Kong, Singapore, Cambodia, the 
Philippines, Malaysia, often just based 
on its opening weekend score or even 
just from preview screenings ahead of 
its release. 
In Hong Kong, it had well attended 
previews for weeks before turning into a 
dominant summer sensation, eventually 
becoming the most well-attended Asian 
film of all time there, besting all Chinese 
language films that came before it. As 
of late September, the film had reached 
sales of USD 8.88 million, eclipsing the 
previous non-Hollywood record set by 
Hong Kong title Cold War 2.
In Malaysia, where the film was 
still in theaters as of this writing,  
Train to Busan handily outpaced all 
previously released Korean films and 
has accumulated USD 5.06 million 
in ticket sales. It performed a similar 
feat in Singapore, where it netted USD 
3.84 million during a month of play, 
quadrupling the previous record for a 

Korean Cinema 
Casts Wide Net Overseas 

Korean film there. Likewise, the film 
has brought in USD 9.56 million in 
Taiwan, which is a tenfold increase of 
the previous Korean record holder in 
the market. It was also a sensation in 
the Philippines, where it grossed USD 
6.06 million in three weeks.
In the United States it was a solid 
performer with USD 2.03 million and 
the film drew a massive USD 1.95 
million in France. Putting together 
all available data, the film has so 
far grossed at least USD 45 million 
worldwide. With full figures for 
several markets unavailable and more 
territories on the way, such as the 
United Kingdom, Argentina and Chile 
before the end of the year, that figure 
should continue to rise.

Miss Granny and Her Friends
While Train to Busan was far and 
away the most successful Korean 
film of the year overseas, also of 
note was the performance of foreign 
language Korean productions in 
overseas markets. CJ CGV has been 
aggressively pushing into several 
Asian markets over the last few years, 
and is now the exhibition market 
leader in Vietnam, while its presence 
is also significant in Indonesia and 
China, not to mention in Turkey. 

CJ Entertainment, the production arm 
of CJ CGV, has also been aggressive 
in its global expansion, having 
stepped up its efforts to produce local 
language productions for overseas 
markets. A few years ago the company 
experimented with a few titles in 
China, such as Sophie’s Revenge, 
Finale Recipe and the successful 
romcom Wedding Invitation, a Chinese-
language remake of Korean romantic 
drama Last Present (2001), which 
generated over USD 31.4 million in box 
office receipts. 
But their greatest success came last 
year with 20 Once Again, a remake 
of their own Lunar New Year smash 
fantasy family comedy  Miss Granny 
(2014), which made a stunning USD 
59.5 million in mainland theaters.
In fact, the Miss Granny property 
has been responsible for much of CJ’s 
overseas successes, as the project has 
been remade successfully for several 
markets beyond Korea and China. At 
the beginning of this year, Sweet 20, 
the Vietnamese version of the film 
which was fully financed by CJ, became 
the most successful local film of all time 
there, reaching USD 4.76 million as of 
mid-February. That figure just barely 
edged out the previous record holder 
Let Hoi Decide, which was another 

Vietnamese CJ production which 
grossed USD 4.75 million in early 2015. 
Other foreign language versions of Miss 
Granny include Sing My Life, which 
brought in USD 2.76 million in Japan 
this spring. Other forthcoming versions 
include Suddenly Twenty, which will be 
released in late November in Thailand 
while an Indonesian version, also titled 
Sweet 20, is due out early next year. 
Also in the works are versions for India 
and Germany. After inking a deal with 
Major Cineplex in Thailand, CJ will co-
produce 15-20 Thai films over the next 
years, with Suddenly Twenty kicking 
off the production slate.
Miss Granny isn’t the only Korean film 
getting the remake treatment these 
days, as several projects have recently 
been updated for Chinese audiences. 
These include The Witness, a version 
for 2011 thriller Blind, which made 
USD 32.06 million late last year, and 
Chinese redos of both Salut d’Amour  
(2015) and Veteran (2015), which are 
due out next year. Elsewhere, American 
genre filmmaker Adam Wingard, who 
recently released the much-hyped 
horror Blair Witch, is reportedly about 
to begin production on an American 
version of KIM Jee-woon’s revenge tale 
I Saw the Devil (2010).     
by Pierce Conran

Box Office Report
Local Hits and 
Foreign 
Blockbusters

Train to Busan

Veteran Miss Granny Salut d’Amour
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from continuing to find ways to grow. 
2016 proved to be a landmark year for 
Korea’s studios outside of their home 
country, with several Korean-produced 
titles for other markets achieving 
significant results overseas and one 
Korean film scoring record returns 
across the globe.
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box office in 2016 and now the most 
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Korean Cinema 
Casts Wide Net Overseas 

Korean film there. Likewise, the film 
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before the end of the year, that figure 
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Vietnamese CJ production which 
grossed USD 4.75 million in early 2015. 
Other foreign language versions of Miss 
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off the production slate.
Miss Granny isn’t the only Korean film 
getting the remake treatment these 
days, as several projects have recently 
been updated for Chinese audiences. 
These include The Witness, a version 
for 2011 thriller Blind, which made 
USD 32.06 million late last year, and 
Chinese redos of both Salut d’Amour  
(2015) and Veteran (2015), which are 
due out next year. Elsewhere, American 
genre filmmaker Adam Wingard, who 
recently released the much-hyped 
horror Blair Witch, is reportedly about 
to begin production on an American 
version of KIM Jee-woon’s revenge tale 
I Saw the Devil (2010).     
by Pierce Conran
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INTERVIEW

Cinematographer of 
THE AGE OF SHADOWS 

Shortly after the premiere of The Age of Shadows, KoBiz had the 
opportunity to talk with KIM Jee-yong, one of Korea’s most in-demand 
and celebrated cinematographers. On a day off towards the end of a new 
shoot, KIM discussed his career, changes in the Korean industry and his 
experiences in Hollywood.
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Painting with Light on Korean Film Sets

I heard you were once a law student. Is your mother 
disappointed that you never became a lawyer?
No. (laughs) She never expected it. Actually I only 
studied pre-law for one year.

How did that eventually lead to cinematography for you?
I went to Canada to learn English and then 
transferred to the University of Missouri. I 
discovered I wasn’t much of a scholar but I’d 
always had an interest in film so I went to Temple 
University in Philadelphia, where I studied Film 
and Media Arts. Later I interned at a production 
office in LA, providing coverage on scripts, which 
was hard as it would take me five hours to read 
one. But the worst thing was answering the phone. 
I realized it would be better if I could do something 
more physical so I left and started working in grip 
and lighting, which was a lot of fun. As I wanted to 
learn more about production I enrolled in AFI.

when did you go back to Korea?
Getting a job in Hollywood is very hard, especially 
if you don’t have the right work permit, so when 
I was asked to be a second assistant director on a 
film, I went back to Korea. Back then I didn’t think 
I could be a cinematographer as I’d only had limited 
experience. I wasn’t a professional, I was just a 
bum. (laughs) The production designer RYU Seong-
hee introduced me to KIM Jee-woon’s project a 
Bittersweet Life (2005). LEE Mo-gae was supposed 
to be the director of photography but the project he 
was doing before was delayed. They needed a quick 
replacement but everyone was busy, so they took a 
chance on me.  

Production values in Korean films, particularly 
cinematography, have become famous around the world. 
why do you think it has developed so quickly in Korea?
Maybe because of the new directors and producers 
who were coming up around 12-15 years ago. People 

like BONG Joon-ho, KIM Jee-woon and JANG Joon-
hwan recognized the importance of cinematography 
to express their stories. This was when a new wave 
of cinematographers got into the industry, and also 
genre movies were getting made, interesting stories 
that needed more sophisticated cinematography. 

Unlike most of your contemporaries, you take on both the 
roles of cinematographer and lighting director. why is this?
Actually, it’s only unique here and in Japan. I 
started to take on both roles when I shot Silenced  
(2011). I was working with the same lighting director 
before but then he was busy. So I decided to handle 
the lighting myself. I thought it was pretty fun but 
I also needed to prepare for The Last Stand (2013) 
which I had to shoot in the US, where it’s common to 
do both sides. The difference now is that when I read 
a script the first thing I think about is what kind of 
light that the film is going to need.  

The style of The Age of shadows seems to draw on a lot 
of sources. were there any particular films that influenced 
you?
There are many. I can’t pick any specific influences 
but I can mention the usual suspects, like Vittorio 
Storaro’s work on The Conformist, particularly the 
long side-tracking shots, or Janusz Kaminski on 
Munich. I wanted this film to be more classical than 
other Korean period films. Early in pre-production, 
KIM Jee-woon defined the look as ‘cold noir’. One 
film he likes is The Spy Who Came in from the 
Cold. We didn’t replicate sequences from anything 
but I wanted to recreate the mood and tone. We 
also looked to Jean-Pierre Melville. I saw The Army 
of Shadows a long time ago but for this film we 
watched the train sequence in Le Cercle Rouge as 
we needed reference for a night time scene. 

some might say your style of shooting is a little aggressive. 
with dolly or crane shots, your camera moves often and 

KIM Jee-yong, 
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the end of every shooting day he always works on the 
dailies for a couple of hours and I often sit in with 
him for that and make some suggestions, especially 
for action sequences. 

How do you select your other projects, and how are your 
relationships with other filmmakers different? I noticed 
that you often gravitate towards genre films.
Genre films are always fun and as a cinemato-
grapher I feel like they give me a lot of choice. But I’ve 
also done comedies and dramas.

You were the cinematographer on The last stand and 
recently worked on BONG Joon-ho’s Okja. How different is 
it for you to work with foreign crews?
Hollywood films have a solid system in place where 
you can’t really be spontaneous. But if you tell them 
what you want specifically, it’ll always be there 
ahead of time, as the way you described it. But if you 
need to change anything it can take time. 

And you’ve done two Joseon Era period films. Are period 
films hard to do, or do you find them constricting?
Forbidden Quest (2006) script was quite different to 
the final film, particularly the last 30 minutes. Back 
then period films didn’t look very good and I wasn’t 
sure if I could do it. There was no electricity in that 
period so I was worried about lighting and at that 
time hadn’t seen a good Korean reference for the 
project. I watched a lot of European costume dramas 
instead. For The Royal Tailor (2014), I wasn’t sure 
what to do as I didn’t want to do the same thing, but 
we found a different way to approach it. 

BONG Joon-ho is known to be quite meticulous in pre-
production but you’ve already mentioned that your work 
with KIM Jee-woon is more fluid. was The last stand 
difficult for you?
Yes, it was. But after about a month we found our 

groove with the team. They were great to work with, 
it just took more time. The big difference is that 
Korean crews are not as sophisticated as those in 
Hollywood. It was also a bigger team. On a Korean 
production I usually work with around 20 people but 
there, it was… a lot. (laughs)

Are there any trends in Korean cinematography that you 
don’t like or wish would change?
Compared to 10-15 years ago, people don’t take the 
same risks. In some ways it is better as we have 
rules and standards and the investors have become 
more sophisticated and the system more stable but 
this leaves less room for improvisation. Back then 
we could wait for the weather to change and give us 
the perfect shot but now we can’t. Then again that 
also meant losing time and money, and having crew 
members wait around. With the new rules we can’t 
do that any more.

who do you think are the best cinematographers working 
today?
So many, but my all time favorites are older 
cinematographers like Conrad L. Hall and Stanley 
Cortez. Among Koreans I would say CHUNG Chung-
hoon, KIM Wu-hyeong and HONG Kyeong-pyo. 
They’re all great. I know what kind of circumstances 
they’re working under, which are harder than in 
Hollywood. 

Do you have a favorite Korean film in terms of 
cinematography?
I really like The President’s Last Bang (2005) and 
Go Go 70s (2008).    
by Pierce Conran | photographed by BACK Jong-heon

very quickly. Is there a reason you’ve favored this style?
It depends on the location as I don’t have too many 
ideas during the storyboarding stage but when I’m 
out location scouting and see the buildings and 
geography, I start to suggest things to the directors 
whom I work with. 

After pre-production, do you improvise a lot on set?
All the time. I’m pretty spontaneous and that’s great 
for when I work with KIM Jee-woon as he is as 
well. We prepare a lot, but if we think of something 
better, we’re open to changing the plan. For The 
Age of Shadows I really wanted to get that classical 
style so I only used steady cam twice. I wanted to 
catch the movement of old spy films and generally 
stuck to dollies. 

You’ve now worked several times with director KIM Jee-
woon. How would you describe your working relationship 
with him?
The fun part of working with him is he doesn’t 
really know what he’s making when we start. He 
finds the film during the journey and is very open to 
ideas during the whole process. His final product is 
always better than the script. It’s great to be on that 
journey as it feels like we’re making it together. At 

Forbidden quest
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The Last Stand

The Royal Tailor

I can’t really think of the shots on the desk 
but when I’m out location scouting and see 
the buildings and geography, I start to suggest 
things to the directors whom I work with. 
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zOOM IN

Tracking Down the Colonial Era
The Korean Cinema Today section is divided into 
two categories: Panorama and Vision. Mainstream 
movies can be found in Panorama while independent 
films are mostly screened in Vision. Let’s look at the 
Panorama category first.   
In Panorama, what catches your attention first of 
all are works from leading directors. These include 
The Handmaiden by PARK Chan-wook, The Age of 
Shadows by KIM Jee-woon and The Last Princess 
by HUR Jin-ho. It is already notable that these 
three directors have released their new films in the 
same year, but what is even more interesting is that 
all three films are set in the Japanese Occupation 
period.  
The Japanese Occupation is a dark chapter of 
Korean history. Overwhelmed by its historical 
pressure, this time period did not often appear in 
films, and when it did, it was treated in a rather 
didactic way. However, this time period has recently 
become a prolific inspiration for cinematic content. 
In The Handmaiden, which is based on Sarah 
Waters' novel Fingersmith, the Colonial era is more 

of a stage for fantasy, rather than a historical space. 
Of course, the houses and customs are from that 
time era, but they’re also blended with PARK's 
imagination. The Handmaiden is full of tricks and 
subversions of historical and cultural codes that 
PARK so often uses. 
Although set in the same period, KIM Jee-woon's 
imagination operates differently. In his narrative, 
KIM features a character that was a real person yet 
presents him as an imaginary figure, since we know 
so little about him. 
That persona is a policeman who is absolutely 
loyal to Japan. However, he once used to be a 
Korean independence fighter. Now he is helping the 
independence fighters again, which is the central 
narrative of the film. His double identity creates 
heightened tension throughout the film. 
To increase this tension, KIM shot sequences 
separately according to their different settings. The 
most impressive of these is the train sequence. The 
train becomes a location where action takes place 
between the independence fighters who attempt to 
bring in explosives to the capital of Joseon, and the 

BIFF 
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Korean Films at 

Meet the Front line of Korean Cinema 

The Korean film selection at Busan International Film Festival 2016 is 
as prolific as ever. The lineup is packed with contemporary films that 
represent Korea’s mainstream output over the past year as well as 
outstanding independent works that highlight the DNA of Korea’s 
low budget realm. If you want to understand contemporary Korean 
cinema, take a look at the Korean films in BIFF.
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Japanese officers that want to stop them.  
The Last Princess by HUR is yet again different 
from these two films. Princess Deok-hye was the 
last princess of the Joseon Dynasty, who was 
taken to Japan as a hostage. HUR creates a wholly 
imaginary drama surrounding this historical figure. 
This led the film to be criticized for being overly 
patriotic and misleading. However, it has become 
incredibly successful among general audiences, 
likely owing to the strong drama stimulated by the 
character’s evocation of the terrible livelihoods of 
the Joseon people under Japanese rule.  

Always on the Cutting Edge
Two more films from established directors, each 
with their own distinctive styles, need to be 
mentioned. These are The Net by KIM Ki-duk and 
The Bacchus Lady by E J-yong. What they have in 
common is that they are both based on social issues 
pertaining to modern Korea. 
The Net is a story of a North Korean fisherman 
who goes through hardships in the South after 
accidentally getting caught in his own fishing net 
and brought to South Korea. KIM has recently 
expressed his interests in “nuclear facilities, nuclear 
weapons and human relationships.” He claims that 
his desire with The Net was to “examine the issue 
of the system itself rather than the good and evil in 
individual people.” 
The Bacchus Lady begins with the problem of 
Korea being an aging society. The main character 
is a woman who becomes an unwitting "killer." She 
is an old prostitute whose clients are her fellow 
seniors. One day, one of the elderly clients asks her 
to assist in his death. She does as she is asked, thus 
is approached with several more assisted suicide 
requests. 
“I wanted to review modern Korean history through 
the life of a woman who has vanished like dust, and 
at the same time, deeply think about how ready we 
are for this incoming aging society,” says director E. 
Then there are new works by promising young 
directors. One of them is The Wailing by NA Hong-

an obsessive mother; and their lost daughter, whom 
the mother begins to search for. The Truth Beneath 
belongs to the black comedy category, which is a 
rare genre in Korea.
Most of the films in the Panorama section have 
previously been released in theatres, but four 
among them are world premieres. They each have 
commercial appeal and include The Table by KIM 
Jong-kwan, Derailed by LEE Seong-tae, Road to 
Utah by KIM Jeong-jung and Coffee Mate by YI 
Hyun-ha.  
The Table is a story of four couples sitting at the 
same table. It is already notable due to the presence 
of the actresses: LIM Soo-jung, JUNG Yu-mi, JUNG 
Eun-chae and HAN Ye-ri, who are all top actresses 
in Korea’s mainstream film arena. Derailed is the 
story of teenagers living their lives hand to mouth 
on the street, in which Don LEE from Train to 
Busan takes the lead. 
Road to Utah is a humanistic story where a couple, 
dreaming of committing suicide, finally discovers 
the value of life as they cross the desert in Utah, 
USA. Coffee Mate is directed by YI Hyun-ha, one of 
the members of the directing team of LEE Chang-
dong’s Green Fish (1997). 

The Beauty of Cinema
Now let us move onto the Vision section, which 
comprises important independent features 
(documentaries are screened in the Wide Angle 
section). This year, 11 features have been selected 
for the competitive section, all of which are world 
premieres.  
First of all, there is a group of films with distinctive 
styles: Jane by CHO Hyun-hoon, Hyeon's Quartet by 
AHN Sun-kyoung, and Autumn, Autumn by JANG 
Woo-jin.
Jane presents the straightforward story of a 
runaway girl, who wanders around in search of a 
comforting place. She finally finds a warm place to 
live thanks to Jane, a transgender friend. However, 
upon Jane's death, the girl returns to her tough 
life on the street until she finally falls into a life 

jin, which is at the same time one of the most 
problematic films in mainstream Korean cinema 
this year. Made on the basis of Korean shamanism, 
this film became a hot topic ahead of its release. 
Following its premiere, it led viewers to embrace 
several different interpretations. Audiences were 
drawn in by the film’s subject matter and the 
director's distinctive style. 
The Truth Beneath by LEE Kyoung-mi performed 
poorly at the box office but was warmly received 
by critics. It features a father who runs for the 
National Assembly and craves for political power; 

of crime. Despite this simple premise, the story 
initially comes across as confusing but as the film 
slowly unfolds, we finally come to understand 
it. Her strange life slowly tortures the viewer's 
consciousness, going back and forth between dreams 
and bleak reality. 
Hyeon's Quartet pivots around a group of students 
and a teacher who practice acting. However, it is not 
mere acting practice. Their acting and everyday life 
often go beyond their boundaries. We may think we 
are watching their acting practice only to realize we 
have actually been looking at their real selves, and 
vice versa. It is a work by AHN Sun-kyoung, who 
made Pascha, the New Currents Award winner at 
BIFF in 2013. 
Autumn, Autumn begins with a young man and a 
middle aged couple in the same train compartment. 
The film is folded into two parts. The first half is 
about the young man. He is living a weary life, and 
is seeking employment in Chuncheon. The second 
half is about the middle aged couple, who are on 
their honeymoon in Chuncheon. Their two different 
stories, totally unrelated, make up the first and the 
second half of the film. However, the space they go 
through is limited and recurring. The film makes 
a successful portrait of Chuncheon, a well known 
tourist spot in Korea, which looks both familiar and 
surreal. 

Confronting the World with Cinema
Some films look straight into social issues, which 
include Lost to Shame by NAM Yeon-woo, Second 
Winter by KIM Eui-gon and Baby Beside Me by 
SON Tae-gyum. 
Lost to Shame deals with the issue of sexuality 
and gender. A male heterosexual actor takes the 
lead in a stage drama where a transgender person 
is the main character. He gets a lot of help from a 
transgender acquaintance, and becomes famous as 
he improves his acting. However he bursts with rage 
when he finds out his brother and this new friend 
are in love. Lost to Shame is an ironic drama which 
makes you think about sexuality and gender.   

In Between Seasons

The Last Princess
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Second Winter has a much simpler story. A young 
couple is living in a studio. It is cold in winter 
and the heater often breaks down. They want to 
move out but are tight on funds. The film carefully 
delivers their winter-survival project. This film 
was probably inspired by the poor youths that are 
everywhere in Korea today. 
Baby Beside Me is also quite similar. The 
presumption of the film is youth unemployment. A 
young man has just been discharged from the army 
and is already a father. His wife is very young and 
his mother is seriously sick. After a dispute, his 
wife disappears. He desperately tries to find her, 
and their weary life is more clearly depicted in 
doing so. 
These three independent films answer in their own 
ways to the question as to how a film should deal 
with social issues. 

Highlighting the Vigor of Korean Cinema  
And last but not least, let us meet two Korean 

films in the New Currents section. New Currents 
is the most important competition section in 
Busan. Almost every year two Korean films are 
introduced in this section. This year, it presents 
Merry Christmas Mr. Mo by LIM Dae-hyeong and 
In Between Seasons by LEE Dong-eun.  
Merry Christmas, Mr. Mo is about a sick and 
old barber who becomes a film actor, which is 
depicted in a friendly and humorous way. In 
Between Seasons is by the first graduate from the 
Myung Films Institute, an institution founded by 
Myung Films, one of the leading film production 
companies in Korea. It carefully tells the story of 
the secret between a mother, her dead son and his 
friend. 
These two films could have been in the Vision 
section, but they were ultimately selected for New 
Currents, demonstrating that they are the films 
that BIFF is actively seeking to promote this year, 
for their vigor and confidence.     
by JEONG Han-seok

The Representative Faces of 
Korean Cinema in BIFF 2016

Baby Beside Me

The TableJane
KEY Joo-bong in 
Merry Christmas Mr. Mo

YOuN Yuh-jung in 
The Bacchus Lady

LEE Min-ji in 
Jane

YI Yi-kyung in 
Baby Beside Me

In BIFF 2016, we are happy to introduce the two wonderful senior actors 
YOUN Yuh-jung and KEY Joo-bong; and two rising stars lEE Min-ji and 
YI Yi-kyung.  
If you have great affection for Korean cinema, you will probably 
remember YOUN's younger days. The mysterious femme fatale in 
Woman of Fire (1971) by KIM Ki-young, who drives a family into ruins, 
is none other than YOUN. YOUN left the cinema business for a long 
time, but she has become a very active actress once again in her senior 
years. She has shown a whole variety of personas, including a mother in 
HONG Sang-soo's films, a high class woman in IM Sang-soo's work, and 
a far more outstanding character in The Bacchus Lady and grasps the 
viewers' attention once again. 
KEY Joo-bong is an established stage drama actor, famous for his 
fluid acting, never staying within an existing framework. He has often 
appeared in independent movies, earning the love and respect of 
independent filmmakers. He has also recently become one of HONG 
Sang-soo's favorite actors. KEY's presence is so great in Merry 
Christmas Mr. Mo, that it may as well be called his one-man show.  
LEE Min-ji's nickname is the "JEON Do-yeon of independent cinema." 
She is not that famous, but among film professionals, she is praised as 
a young and magical actress. She has appeared in many independent 
films and also in a few mainstream ones in supporting roles. 
In Jane she takes the lead and puts forward a great performance. The 
character she plays is a weak and passive woman but her sentiments 
are not monotonous at all. She greatly presents this variety of 
sentiments with her careful acting.  
YI Yi-kyung has made a deep impression in White Night (2012). He took 
the role as one side of a gay couple during a one night stand. In Baby 
Beside Me, he is a young, unmarried father. Throughout the film, he is in 
search of his wife who has left him and their baby. YI superbly presents 
the desperate and worried feelings of the main character, through many 
different dimensions. 

by JEONG Han-seok
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You have received the grand prize for The Empty at 
Hiroshima International Animation Festival. Previously, 
Man on the Chair (2014) was awarded with the Cristal for a 
short Film, which is the grand prize, at Annecy International 
Animated Film Festival, and also received the special 
International Jury Prize in Hiroshima. what does it feel like 
to have received grand prizes from two among the four 
major global animation film festivals? 
I was rather calm when I received the prize for 
Man on the Chair, but it felt totally different this 
time. The Empty was co-produced with France and 
there were so many things to discuss, including 
a lot of extra work that fell outside of the actual 
filmmaking. The whole thing was such a difficult 
task. I also had a lot of pressure because Man on 
the Chair had been far too successful. Now The 
Empty has finally been finished and released, 
which makes me really happy. This time at 
Hiroshima there were so many great works by 
legendary directors that I revere, like Georges 
Schwizgebel and YAMAMURA Koji, and yet I got 
the prize! It was a total shock. 

Man on the Chair was also co-produced with France. what 
were the things you found especially hard and different 
when making The Empty?
The two employed very different production 
methods. Man on the Chair was mostly funded 

A woman says: “I am here, in the room.” A man says: “I am 
here, in her room.”
What would he be doing, in her room? Does he even exist in 
her room? JEONG Da-hee contemplates on the nature of being 
and loss. The metaphysical subject matter is put into images, 
which makes the film’s nine and a half minute running time 
seem infinite. The Empty had the honor of winning the first 
prize at International Animation Festival Hiroshima in August, 
over several other acclaimed candidates. 
Supported by Korean Film Council, the film has been sold to 
the French Canal Plus and Channel Plus, as well as African and 
Spanish TV stations. It has even been in the pre-selections 
for the Academy Awards next year in the short animation 
category. JEONG is the first Korean artist to receive this 
distinction. 

Director of 
Animation that Frames the 
Infinite

SPOTLIGHT

by the CJ Culture Foundation, and the entire 
production was done in Korea. However, for The 
Empty, I had to go back and forth between the two 
countries, because it was funded by many parties 
in France including CNC, Canal Plus, and through 
a regional residency in Strasbourg. Communication 
was hard, and it was a lot more work for me as I 
had to be the producer and the director at the same 
time. 

The Empty features a unique perspective that only those 
who have been in an empty room for a long time could 
know. For example, you knitted dust into a sweater. Did 
this come from your own experience?
When you work on an animated film, you very 
often spend time on your own in a room. I have 
already made three animations that have a room 
for setting. The Black Room (2011), which I made 
when I was studying in Paris, Man on the Chair 
and The Empty are three different stories about an 
empty room. Now that I think of it, I guess I had a 
lot of thoughts while working on them that you can 
recognize in the film. My first world was a room, 
and it is where I stay the most too. Somebody leaves 
the room, somebody disappears, but the memory of 
the room still remains. It is covered with dust and 
you have no idea how long it has been there. The 
Empty began with this kind of idea. It is just a room 

JEONG Da-hee,

THE EMPTY  

The Empty
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and objective time, but in there, there is infinite 
time and infinite space…. (laughs) 

The man's narration is by YOO Ji-tae. How did he get 
involved?
To be honest with you, I don’t know much about 
actors. When I was making Man on the Chair, SEO 
Young-hwa did the narration, which was arranged 
by director JO Seung-yeon, my colleague. This time 
also he recommended YOO to me. I didn’t think it 
would be possible, but YOO said yes. When we were 
recording, YOO’s voice sounded like a ghost floating 
around in the room. I was hoping for a warm and 
friendly tone, but then I realized I liked the cold, 
ghost-like tone better. So I changed the idea a little 
bit and inserted the scene where the picture frame 
breaks.  

Did you record the woman's narration yourself?
Man on the Chair also has a version in which the 
entire narration is in my voice. I screened this one  
at first but as the voice tone was the same the whole 
time, it didn’t work. So I recruited professional 
actors. But The Empty needed only two lines with 
a woman’s voice, so I thought I’d just do it myself, 
rather than recruiting somebody. (laughs) 

You majored in visual design at college. what made you 
interested in animation?
At college there were animation classes as part 
of a design curriculum. I saw Tango by Zbigniew 
Rybczynski and I found that the narrative style was 
very impressive, unlike any animation that I had 
seen on TV or in theaters. I became interested in 
short animations as I got acquainted with Russian 
experimental works. After I graduated from college 
I went to a PR company where they produced 
animated commercials. I realized I wanted to tell 
my own stories and study more, so I decided to go to 
Paris. 

I’ve heard that you work daily like an office worker.
It’s a habit that I picked up when I was studying in 
France. Animation takes a long time to complete, 
so it becomes quite exhausting, after which you 
may think that you don't want to do it ever again. 
Making an animation is like a marathon. I thought 
I'd keep myself healthy so I could work regularly. 
That also expedited my job. Like a regular worker, 
I start to work at 10 a.m. and come home at 7 
p.m. But when I am not done and go home, I am 
impatient to see the next part, so I want to get back 
to work as soon as I can. 

Man on the Chair is about a man who has been sitting on 
a chair absorbed in thought for such a long time that he 
is unable to get up. The narration informs us that he has 
been very contemplative since he was young. Does this 
overlap with your own childhood in any way? 
Yes, to be honest with you that is my story. I used 
to be a kid with a lot of thoughts. Where do we 
come from? Where am I? What does it mean when 
you say the Earth is floating in the Universe? I 
don’t see it myself. Do I really even exist? and so 
on. I had these thoughts from when I was very 
young such as in first or second grade at the 
elementary school, but other than that, I was not 
very different from other kids. But these questions 
sometimes scared me.  

Isn't it hard to remain an art animation filmmaker in Korea?
Yes, but it’s definitely what I want to do. There are 
many animators who made great works when they 

were young but as they grew older, they became 
less alert and couldn’t receive any more funding. It 
can certainly happen to me as well. If you know you 
may become unable to do this job, then shouldn’t do 
it now? Dutch animator Michael Dudok de Wit once 
said “Everyday life is a continuity of uncertainty, 
and I want to put it in the screen.” I guess that is the 
life of an animator. Independent animation is not an 
easy genre in any country in the world.    

which directors do you like best? 
I’d say Michèl Lemieux and Georges Schwizgebel. 
Lemieux became one of my favorites when I 
saw Here and the Great Elsewhere (2012). I love 
directors whose work concerns overarching issues 
such as life and death, and the human condition. I 
also like his style where he works on his animations 
for several years by himself as if he was on some 
kind of self-mortification. Schwizgebel has his 
own narrative style and uses incredible animation 
techniques as well. He is still active at an old age, 
which is amazing. I sincerely admire him. 

You have so far worked on shorts, but are you interested in 
feature length works as well? what is your ultimate goal? 
I am also interested in feature length animations 
but my work has not yet reached feature length 
status. Korean animation history is still short, 
and I wish I’ll work at it even when I am very old. 
I would love to remain an artist, a creator, till the 
last minute, never exhausted.    
by AHN Young-yoon | photographed by sON Hong-joo
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Somebody leaves the room, 
somebody disappears, but the memory 

of the room still remains. 
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SPECIAL

One of the most notable aspects of the Korean film industry in 2016 has been the birth of a
"new league." Hollywood major studios, that have until now just been distributors,

have become successful players in the Korean production field. 
20th Century Fox began their Korean production career with partial investment in 

The Yellow Sea (2010), and upgraded to full-scale production with Running Man (2013), Slow 
Video (2014) and Intimate Enemies (2015), without much success. However, 

this year with The Wailing by NA Hong-jin, the studio finally scored a big success. 
On the other hand, Warner Brothers has been successful right from the beginning. 

Their first film The Age of Shadows has been an enormous box office success. 
These two films are likely to expedite Korean film production by Hollywood studios.

by KIM Hyung-seok

Birth of the 'New League'
Each studio has had just one successful Korean film so far, 
but their results are significant. In the stats for the first three 
quarters of the year, sales of  The Wailing and The Age of 
Shadows have surpassed USD 100 million, which is about 16% 
of Korean film sales overall. 
It is a very significant portion which is likely to continue to 
grow. Warner Brothers has already set up a production plan 
for three to four new films. Fox has also announced their 
intention to produce three to four films per year, boosted by 
The Wailing ’s success. With these two companies combined, 
their performance is about on par with as a Korean major 
film company. 
So what are some of the reasons for 20th Century Fox and 
Warner Brothers to embark on local film production in 
Korea? The most important facet is changes in the market. 
Hollywood’s major studios used to encounter hostility in the 
late 1980s when UIP first started direct film distribution in 
Korea. 
Back then Korean film companies were more like film offices 
rather than full-scale companies, and the market share for 
domestic films was much lower than that of foreign imports. 
Direct film distribution by Hollywood studios began in this 
environment, and the negative forecast seemed to come true 
at first: the Korean film market was invaded by Hollywood 

films through direct distribution. 
However, Korean films gained sophistication, slowly but 
surely. Capital from major companies and investors went 
on the rise, and the unprecedented success of Swiri in 1999 
initiated what has been called the Renaissance of Korean 
cinema. The Korean film market share eventually surpassed 
50% and once even reached 60%, which put the Hollywood 
distribution companies on the backburner. With such 
reversals in market dynamics, Hollywood’s major studios 
decided to start Korean film production.
Another important fact is that Korea’s domestic film market 
has significantly widened. Ticket sales reached USD 900 
million in 2009, and as of 2015, the market is worth USD 1.5 
billion. It has been increasing by 10% almost every year. 
Adding the derivative rights market to this, the Korean film 
business became a USD 1.8 billion industry in 2015. At this 
stage it is difficult to be an active player in the market just 
through direct distribution, and local production has become 
a key element for success. 
The first attempt was made by 20th Century Fox. Fox 
International Productions decided to invest USD 180,000 in 
The Yellow Sea just after reading a short synopsis, which is 
the second film by NA Hong-jin, who made a sensational film 
debut in 2008 with The Chaser. 
Since 2013, Fox International Productions released one 
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Korean film per year, which included Running Man , Slow 
Video and Intimate Enemies. However, all these failed at the 
box office and there was even a rumor that Fox was planning 
to quit Korean film production. However, The Wailing changed 
everything this year, and now KIM Ho-sung, the new CEO 
in charge of Korean production at 20th Century Fox, has 
announced their intent to increase production. 

Aiming for the Asian Market
Korean film production by Hollywood studios should be 
considered from a wider perspective. Currently Hollywood has 
embraced several different kinds of relationships with China, 
the world’s fastest growing film market. Their positive attitude 
towards the Korean market is part of their overall interest in 
the Asian market. 
Warner Brothers has jumped into Korean film production 
thanks to their success in Japan, and Fox was already 
successful in the Chinese market before they arrived in Korea. 
Tomas Jegeus of Fox International Productions stated in an 
interview: “We’re increasing production in every market we’re 
in. From next year on, we will make more than one film a year 
in Korea, probably two films or maybe even three to four films 
per year, as we’re doing in China.” 
The next film by 20th Century Fox will be Opposition Force  
(working title). It is a period drama set during the time of 
the Japanese invasion of Korea in the 16th century. The cast 
includes LEE Jung-jae and YEO Jin-gu, among other great 
performers, and the director is CHUNG Yoon-chul, who 
returns to the director’s chair following an eight year hiatus. 
It will be telling to see how Opposition Force may boost 
Korean production at Fox, which recently scored their first 
major success with The Wailing. 

Warner Brothers had a great start with The Age of Shadows  
directed by KIM Jee-woon and is now working on A Single 
Rider. The cast includes LEE Byung-hun and KONG Hyo-jin, 
along with AN So-hui, a rookie actress from Train to Busan  
and ex-member of K-pop girl group Wonder Girls. Director 
PARK Hoon-jung of New World (2013) is booked for VIP, a 
thriller with a global setting, and LEE Jeong-beom, director of 
The Man from Nowhere (2010) will make The Bad Lieutenant  
featuring LEE Sun-kyun. 
Both 20th Century Fox and Warner Brothers have recruited 
major stars and directors. The budgets range from mid to 
large-scale. 
So what will be the impact of these two studios on the Korean 
film industry in the future? Positive effects could include an 
increase in production diversity. Since their films will be made 
through different production structures compared to existing 
production and investment models established by Korean 
companies, different styles of content are likely to be produced. 
Negative consequences could include an increase of so-called 
tentpole titles. Korean cinema today is already saturated 
with tentpole films, and if these two Hollywood studios add to 
the number, competition in the market will likely intensify. 
In addition, some people believe that once these Hollywood 
studios no longer find Korean production to be profitable, they 
may quickly exit the market. 

Co-production with Hollywood
Some film companies prefer to work with Hollywood in the 
form of co-production. Showbox's partners are Blumhouse and 
Ivanhoe Pictures, with which they have established a long-
term plan. For the next five years, Showbox will co-produce 
thriller and horror movies with Blumhouse. Showbox will take care of domestic distribution while Ivanhoe Pictures will be in 

charge of investment.
As Blumhouse's filmography includes the Paranormal Activity  
and Insidious series, they fit such film projects. Ivanhoe 
Pictures recently worked with 20th Century Fox and invested 
in The Wailing. YOU Jeong-hun, president of Showbox, is 
planning on discovering great writers and directors through 
these film projects, and is also looking into the global market. 
Encouraged by the warm reception of Operation Chromite  
in the North American market, Taewon Entertainment is 
planning on producing The Blob along with Goldcrest Films 
and A-List Corporation. Samuel L. Jackson will take the 
lead in The Blob, a sci-fi film depicting an invasion of extra 
terrestrials, which was first made in 1958 featuring Steve 
McQueen and was remade later in 1988. 

It is very rare for a Korean film company to take part 
in a Hollywood film. CHUNG Tae-won, CEO of Taewon 
Entertainment, has a plan to make co-productions a regular 
occurrence if this film performs well. He hopes that more 
Korean film actors, filmmakers and staffs may enter 
Hollywood by means of co-production. 
BONG Joon-ho's Okja has been fully financed by Netflix, 
and is among the most promising projects on the horizon. It 
demonstrates a special means of co-production, where Okja 
SPC, which is a Korean company, is working with Netflix 
and Plan B, a company owned by Brad Pitt. It is a production 
model based on BONG's planning and directing power, and 
many are eager to see what kind of industrial influence this 
film will have on the Korean film industry. 

Ranks Title Distribution Company Year    Total Gross

1 D-War Freestyle Releasing 2007 $10,977,721

2 Snowpiercer Radius-TWC 2014  $4,563,650

3 Roaring Currents CJ Entertainment 2014    $2,589,811

4 Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter and Spring Sony Classics 2004  $2,380,788

5 Ode to My Father CJ Entertainment  2014  $2,300,121

6 The Host Magnolia 2007  $2,201,923

7 Train to Busan Well Go USA 2016  $2,026,731

8 Assassination Well Go USA 2015  $1,904,682

9 Veteran CJ Entertainment 2015  $1,200,627

10 TaeGukGi: Brotherhood of War IDP 2004  $1,111,061

11 Operation Chromite CJ Entertainment 2016   $1,023,348

Before Hollywood began making films 
in Korea, Korean cinema has long 
strived to enter the North American 
market. With CJ Entertainment 
distributing its own films in America, 
more Korean films have recently been 
introduced there. 

Running ManIntimate Enemies

Slow Video The Yellow Sea
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towards the Korean market is part of their overall interest in 
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Warner Brothers has jumped into Korean film production 
thanks to their success in Japan, and Fox was already 
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Tomas Jegeus of Fox International Productions stated in an 
interview: “We’re increasing production in every market we’re 
in. From next year on, we will make more than one film a year 
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per year, as we’re doing in China.” 
The next film by 20th Century Fox will be Opposition Force  
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the Japanese invasion of Korea in the 16th century. The cast 
includes LEE Jung-jae and YEO Jin-gu, among other great 
performers, and the director is CHUNG Yoon-chul, who 
returns to the director’s chair following an eight year hiatus. 
It will be telling to see how Opposition Force may boost 
Korean production at Fox, which recently scored their first 
major success with The Wailing. 

Warner Brothers had a great start with The Age of Shadows  
directed by KIM Jee-woon and is now working on A Single 
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CHOI Jae-won, THE AGE OF sHADOws Producer, 
President of warner Bros. Korea

The Age of Shadows marks the first local 
production by Warner Brothers in Korea. The 
midwife who helped birth this project was 
CHOI Jae-won, who has been leading Warner 
Brors. Korea since 2015. He started in the film 
investment business in the late 1990s and 
made his producer debut with KIM Jee-woon's 
The Good, the Bad and the Weird (2008), later 
securing his presence through The Attorney 
(2013). The Age of Shadows is the first Korean 
film produced by Warner Brothers and was 
released in time for the Chuseok (Korean 
Thanksgiving Day) season, during which it 
reached 7 million viewers. This film was made 
with CHOI's old friends KIM Jee-woon and SONG 
Kang-ho. CHOI hopes that Warner Bros. Korea 
can initiate a small yet meaningful change in the 
production system of the Korean film industry. 

I want to bring a 
healthy tension to the 
Korean film industry  

You were invited to the Cannes Film Festival with The 
Good, the Bad and the weird, and this time you are going 
to Venice International Film Festival with a warner 
Brothers product. Did you see any difference in terms of 
reception in the international market? 
Not particularly. Both are made by KIM Jee-woon 
and featuring SONG Kang-ho. (laughs) Still, this 
time I received special attention from the industry, 
as it is the first Korean film ever made by Warner 
Brothers. Korean box office is rarely reported in the 
foreign press, but it was different with The Age of 
Shadows. It was also definitely the Warner Brothers 
effect that brought us to first place on the iTunes 
Trailer download chart.

It was in the 1990s that warner Brothers started direct 
distribution in Korea. It’s taken 26 years for them to 
embark on local production. wouldn't you say this is rather 
late? 
Until recently, the Korean film market was more 
of a distribution market and was rarely considered 
in terms of content production. But Warner 
Brothers became interested in Korean films, and 
they realized distribution is not enough to really 
enter this market. Warner Brothers began local 
production in Japan a few years ago, which was 
successful and they also have a plan for the Chinese 
market. In this context, The Age of Shadows is all 
the more meaningful as a gateway to Asian content. 
In the past the intersection between Hollywood and 
Asia was Hong Kong, but now it is slowly moving 
to Korea and China. KIM Jee-woon also made The 
Last Stand (2013) in Hollywood. It is notable that 
the size of the Korean film market is getting bigger. 
It is not enough to just distribute Hollywood films 
in Korea these days. 

The Age of Shadows
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like Clint Eastwood and Christopher Nolan keep a 
steady relationship with Warner Brothers.  

what does warner Brothers see as the biggest 
advantage of Korean cinema? 
The story lines in Korean films. They also think 
that Korean filmmakers are very creative. 

How do you hope this kind of production method will 
affect the Korean market? 
I would like to bring a healthy sense of tension 
to Korea’s major investors. Recently, investors 
have had a bigger say in film production than the 
filmmakers. It is a very hard thing to handle for 
a producer. My advantage is that I am an investor 
with production experience. Thanks to my own 
network, I can invite over actors and staffs, and 
in doing so, I can more easily agree with my 
producer, and respect the filmmakers. I hope this 
kind of system will make a small yet meaningful 
change in the Korean film production system. 

Korean independent cinema is becoming more and more 
marginalized and static. Do you have any plan for this 
sector? 
One of the major plans of Warner Brothers is to 
discover new faces. The first project, The Age of 
Shadows, was a big budget film with star director 
and actors, but our next plan is A Single Rider, 
a low budget movie by a rookie director. But if 
you look at the current Korean film industry, 
you'll see that it is very hard to expand the 
independent film market itself. Instead, we 
can recruit promising filmmakers from the 
independent film league and offer them a 
mainstream commercial projects. 

But that is where Korean major film companies have failed 
as well. 
Our difference is that we can provide enough 
support. In fact, these kinds of projects need a lot 
more support than other films. Not just for shooting, 
but for the casting and scenario development stages 
as well. This is when you really need a long term 
partnership. Fortunately, Warner Brothers has a 
clear vision for planning and developing projects. 
When I say rookie filmmaker, I don't just mean 
directors, but also producers.  

It was your first collaboration with a Hollywood studio. 
How did you find it? 
They are very strict about appointments, 
arrangements and plans. They are especially strict 
about the schedule and very minute concerning 
details in production. It was very different from the 
Korean film production system, and is something 
that we should learn from. In addition, they are 
much more generous about setting budgets. 

warner Brothers is a well established studio with a long 
history. Don't you feel pressure to produce films that 
match their brand?  
Not at all. But isn't The Age of Shadows somewhat 
like a Warner Brothers movie? (laughs) It is a well 
made genre film with a powerful narrative. When 
I sent this scenario to the studio, they OK’d it in 
just two hours. I never knew I would get such a 
quick reply. So what we planned first was a spy 
action movie like Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy, but the 
outcome is a much more emotionally powerful film.  

How large will your production line be? 
We plan to have at least 3-4 Korean films at any 
given time, but we can increase this number 
according to circumstances.    
photographed by sON Hong-joo

You had nothing to do with the Hollywood business, be it 
distribution or production. what do you think made warner 
Brothers pick you to lead their Korean charge? 
Warner Brothers did a thorough study and their 
conclusion was to invite a veteran player in the 
Korean film industry. That is what they learned 
from their mistakes in Japan. They first sent 
people from the American studios to Japan, which 
eventually failed. Then they switched to Japanese 
film industry experts and became successful. They 
applied this same lesson to Korea as well. 

How is the production system different at warner 
Brothers?
Warner Brothers thinks highly of long-term 
partnership. So rather than going with 100% 
Hollywood investment, we have decided to combine 
with local investment. For The Age of Shadows, 
Warner Bros. Korea is the biggest investor but 
Korean investors also joined the project. You can 
decrease the risk and increase partnership, killing 
two birds with one stone, if you will. It is also a way 
to earn trust due to suspicions concerning Hollywood 
investment, which some fear it might just perform a 
hit and run. 

what is your relationship with the people at warner 
Brothers studio like?
Monique Esclavissat and Marc Gareton lead the 
international production and there is a department 
that supports and communicates between us. At first 
I was a little worried but I realized that they aren’t 
that controlling. The decision making process is not 
complicated, which I guess is partly why directors 

We can recruit promising 
filmmakers from the independent 

film league and offer them a 
mainstream commercial projects. 
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Asura: The City of Madness

The audience response has been controversial. What kind 
of response were you expecting?  
Some people found it disturbing to the extent that 
they felt almost paralyzed. But that’s exactly the 
kind of movie that I wanted to make. Not the kind 
you can comfortably enjoy while eating popcorn, 
but something that you have to stay focused on 
right through to the end. I asked LEE Mo-gae, the 
cinematographer, to make the audience feel as if 
the film characters were right next to them, feeling 
their breath.  

It has an urban setting, where the characters are driven to 
catastrophic extremes, which is ridden with violence and 
death. It is reminiscent of your 1990s films like Run Away  
(1995), Beat and City of the Rising Sun (1999).
I was born in a city and have been heavily 
influenced by urban elements. But as I reached the 
1980s, I could not help but think that metropolises 
in Korea were more like human zoos. A zoo is not 
a happy place for animals. Every animal in there 
gets mentally sick. What we see there are crazy 
animals who have lost their real selves. A city may 
look like an optimal place for people to live, but in 
fact, it isn’t. It keeps on tapping on human desires 
and intensifies them, and somebody rules this 
place. Isn’t every one of us in the city mentally sick? 
Our inner selves are damaged and deprived of the 
real essence. Whether you win or lose, in the city 
everyone becomes increasingly crazy.  

Your life path has been quite different from the 1990s. You 
made the epic Musa-The Warrior (2001), you also made 
the romantic comedy Please Teach Me English (2003) and 
then there was a ten year gap in your career. Recently you 
made the disaster movie Flu (2013). Now, here you are 
with Asura. What made you return to the style of your first 
movies?  
I realized that I won’t have many more 
opportunities to make films. Now I want to tell the 
stories I want, in the genre I want. So that’s how I 
have returned to the crime action genre, yet I still 
wanted to make it a little bit different. This genre 

is basically a battle between good and evil, where the 
evil uses violence and the good inevitably uses violence 
to restore justice. That is where the audience can feel 
pleasure as they support the good. It is a world firmly 
caught in a dichotomy to which I wanted to add a little 
twist. The reason is simple: this isn’t reality. Justice 
never vanquishes evil in the real world. I did not want 
to please the audience in an old-fashioned way.   

I hear the original title of the scenario was Regret . It seems 
Asura is a regretful return to your 1990s films, which were 
only showing the tip of the iceberg.  
Back then I was full of strong will to make films. 
Along the way, I received many investment 
opportunities and also became famous. Believing that 
I’d do great, I tried a lot of things. But then I realized 
that I kept adjusting myself to please others. I had no 
chance to make what I really wanted to make. This 
film is a self-contemplation and also a contemplation 
on society. You have to feel regret when you have 
done something wrong. However, those in power do 
not do so. They are in power because we have let 
them have power, but power has somehow become 
something above the law, and those in power never 
acknowledge their wrongdoings. They just ask us to 
follow them, they are confident that they are right. 
Those with such beliefs rule the world. I named it 
Regret at first as a warning to those who never regret 
their wrongdoings. 

That is why Mayor PARK (HWANG Jung-min) is interesting. He 
is incredibly self-confident. He is like a monster created by 
people's meaningless desire. 
There is a huge gap between PARK's ambitious city 
blueprint and reality. We’ve seen a lot of them. Some 
people excite others with pure lies and make a mess of 
the environment under the name of development. Some 
people benefit from this process. In a way, the world is 
becoming worse and worse.  

You wanted total control of the cinematic setting. Is this 
because you needed a specific environment for this genre 
movie? 
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I try not to enter a space where I can’t be in 
control. We went for a location which shows the 
ravages of time, at least 40 years old or more. It is 
a corrupt, rugged and dark space which had to be 
remodelled. No studio set is as good as a real old  
location. I wanted a claustrophobic kind of feeling 
for the shooting. We first used a wide angle lens 
but later on we used a telephoto lens to capture 
the characters in the space, because we wanted to 
chase them in the corners of their world. 

What visual references did you use? 
With the cinematographer, I had some great still 
pictures from famous noir films displayed on the 
wall, because that is what I wanted to make. Then 
I got to see Magnum reportage pictures. They 
are on real crime scenes, so the images made the 
film stills look childish. So I took them all down, 
and displayed the Magnum pictures instead. 
What they had in common was the great contrast 

make your relationships with others within this 
violent power hierarchy. All you have in the film is 
power, violence and exploitation dynamics. In fact, 
the story of Asura is rather typical and there is 
nothing special about it. I wanted to show how these 
relationships are easily broken and can vanish. I 
wanted an exact portrayal of this. 

Sometimes the characters receive a taste of their own 
medicine.
HAN Do-kyoung (JUNG Woo-sung) experiences 
exactly what he did to Jakdaegi (KIM Won-hae). 
What he told to MOON Sun-mo (JU Ji-hoon) also 
comes back to him. KIM Cha-in (KWAK Do-won) 
hears from Mayor PARK what he told to HAN. It is 
like a boomerang. In a viciously violent relationship, 
I wanted to show where it all ends up. 

You have worked with JUNG Woo-sung for a long time. You 
might as well call him your own persona. He completes 
a great transformation in this film. What did you exactly 
expect from him? 
It is true that I created the HAN character with 
JUNG in mind. However, I kept asking myself “Does 
this character really fit JUNG?” So I made this 
assumption.: if the JUNG in Beat was still alive, 
after a lot of suffering, he might have become a cop 
and lived like this, but he would still hate the world. 
The HAN character that JUNG plays is a bad guy 
but not a typical one. He became evil not because he 
wanted to but for sheer survival. 

There is no lesson, no hope, no beauty in the film. No 
compromise whatsoever. 
I don't think that a single crime action film can 
perfectly reflect reality. I just wanted to show the 
bleak and bloody ruins. Everyone told me that the 
film wouldn’t be successful. But HAN Jae-duk, the 
producer, said he liked it. We could not believe our 
ears. (laughs) He said he wanted a different type of 
movie, even if only a little. Some think the ending is 
too cruel and meaningless, but at least we may have 
one film like this. And… how could you ever escape 
hell? You can't. Nobody can.    
By KIM Hyung-seok | photographed by SON Hong-joo 

There Is No Salvation
Asura: The City of Madness

KIM Sung-soo’s seventh feature Asura: The City of Madness  is a crime noir that shows reality 
in the form of a living hell without any sympathy, as the title “Asura”, which means a hell, 
implies. All the characters in the film are tangled into a sick food chain, and their relationships 
become explosively volatile. Characters stick to or cheat each other as light and darkness 
crisscross the screen. No one is telling the truth, and there is no winner or loser in the war.  
The film’s setting is the fictional city of Annam. This city with a population of 480,000 is now in 
the grip of redevelopment fever. Mayor PARK Sung-bae (HWANG Jung-min) is at the forefront 
of this project, and he achieves his goals and desires through any possible means. Detective 
HAN Do-kyung (JUNG Woo-sung) does the dirty work for PARK. 
In the meantime, PARK is in danger of losing his mayoral status due to alleged election fraud, 
but he manages to keep his position after HAN gets rid of a key witness. Prosecutor KIM Cha-
in (KWAK Do-won) pries into PARK’s affairs with his hatchet man, investigator DO Chang-hak 
(JUNG Man-sik). Meanwhile, HAN persuades his young partner MOON Sun-mo (JU Ji-hoon) to 
take over his work for the mayor. 
The biggest asset of the film is its visuals which perfectly convey the film’s intention. Director 
of photography LEE Mo-gae’s camera is an especially important tool that showcases the 
appeal of noir within closed and narrow spaces. Additionally, art director JANG Geun-young 
created extremely realistic spaces that resemble ruins. The drama within the relations 
between the five actors’ incessantly keeps viewers on the edge of their seat, while vicious 
action scenes strongly stimulate their senses.

between the light and dark, and the excited and 
scared facial expressions of the criminals. It was 
absolutely overwhelming.  

And at the same time they had an exotic feeling. Some 
pictures remind us of  Blade Runner, unrealistic and 
fantasy-like. 
I wanted to create the feeling that the city does 
not belong to any nation. I used exotic music from 
India and Turkey, and juxtaposed familiar images 
with unfamiliar colors and designs. I wanted to 
evoke a "Where am I?" kind of feeling. 

You can sense a strong hierarchical food chain linking the 
characters. The whole film seems to consist of these cold 
chains, with no human warmth. 
I only wanted a trace of human relationships and 
nothing more. Whether intentional or not, as soon 
as you become part of the violent world, you are 
internalized within the structure as well. You 

Those in power never acknowledge 
their wrongdoings. They just ask us 
to follow them, they are confident 
that they are right. Those with 
such beliefs rule the world. 
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NEW PROJECTS

YIM Soon-rye 
   of  PROJECT 
       LEE JUNG-SEOB

You may as well call the Asian Project Market at BIFF this year the “return of 
Korean independent filmmakers.” YIM Soon-rye, MIN Byung-hun, Gina KIM, JANG 
Kun-jae, KIM Hee-jung and SEO Eun-young; These six names, ranging from 
a 20-year-career veteran to a rookie with her second film, represent today’s 
Korean independent cinema. We hope to see their new projects in theaters soon. 
by KIM Hyung-seok, JEONG Han-seok | photographs from Cine 21

6 Korean Directors at 2016 APM

  Communicating with the   
  Alienated and Forgotten  

It has been more than 20 years since YIM Soon-rye took 
her first steps in Korean cinema, when she immediately 
drew attention. She may not be very well known on the 
international stage, but she is among the major Korean 
cineastes whose great works range across popular 
mainstream cinema and independent films. 
Three Friends (1996), her feature debut, introduces three 
poor and lonely young men suffering through their youth. 
Waikiki Brothers (2001), arguably her most outstanding 
film, tells a story of a third-rate music band. Forever 
the Moment  (2008), her most successful film in terms of 
box office, features the members of the Korean National 

director 
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Olympics handball team. South Bound (2013) 
shows the subversive and happy life of a man who 
does not fit into Korean society. YIM also made 
The Whistleblower (2014) depicting the case of Dr. 
HWANG Woo-suk and his fraudulent stem cell 
research. 
As you may be able to catch from this short 
introduction, YIM has always been interested in 
the alienated and the have-nots in society, but she 
knows how to tell their stories in a popular way, 
without becoming too dour. In particular, Waikiki 
Brothers proved how well she can depict those who 
are marginalized in society. 
These are some of the reasons why her newest 
film, Project LEE Jung-seob, is garnering plenty of 
notice. LEE Jung-seob was a representative painter 
of modern Korean art. However, his life was an 
unfortunate one. It is enticing to imagine how YIM 
will portray LEE, a great painter whose personal 
life was ever so poor and unfortunate. 

What made you interested in LEE Jung-seob?
He was a born artist and he kept on working on 
his paintings right until the last moment of his 
life. He succeeded in remaining innocent even in 
the most devastating situations. He remained pure 
and innocent even when he was starving and sick, 
which shows how much a natural artist he was. His 
personality was uniquely his own and could not be 
found anywhere else. He was “above” others, if you 
will, and he lived life as a free man. 

What are some of the references that you’ve found helpful 
to make this film? 
His biography by the poet KO Un is the most 
famous, but a lot of it is fictional, perhaps based 
on the author’s imagination. What I found the 
most helpful for fact checking is the LEE Jung-
seob Biography by CHOI Yeol. It’s brimming with 
content, and takes a very objective view. But of 
course the most important references are his 
pictures. There was an exhibition to celebrate the 

100th anniversary of his birth, and I went and 
discovered why he is considered a genius. When 
artists become great masters they tend to become 
repetitive, at least to some extent, but he never did. 
He never stuck to one framework. So his style was 
perpetually in flux. He drew with all his heart, 
with whatever material at hand. I love his attitude 
towards art. 

So he didn’t necessarily need a painting room? 
That’s right. Even when he was writing a letter to 
his children, he would draw some pictures in them. 
He was not obsessed with being an artist, but he 
possessed every quality and trait needed to be one.  

So far you have always dealt with contemporary stories. 
This is the first time you attempt a period piece. Does it 
make you nervous? 
In terms of time frame, this falls around the 
Korean War, both before and after. I don’t have 
a concrete idea as to how to portray it yet but we 
are fortunate enough to have several references 
concerning the places where artists used to gather 
back then, so I’ve been going through those. I 
am examining what kind of mind-set and what 
sentiments they may have had during the war in 
the 1950s. 

What aspects of that time period’s characters do you 
want to show? 
I’m not planning on portraying the war itself. 
Back then LEE was on the run in Busan and Jeju 
Island. What I want to show is the everyday life 
of the people during the war. For example, how 
they were affected by it away from the front lines. 
The artists had to continue their work while their 
mere survival was in question. That is what I want 
to show in this film. Besides, LEE left his mother 
behind in North Korea. He moved down to the 
South, not knowing that he would not be able to 
return, and left all his works behind. He went on 
the lam because of the war, and had to part with 

his family. He was never able to see his wife and 
children in Japan again either. That is the central 
conceit of the film. 

Today LEE is venerated as a genius who died before his 
time. How will you tackle this aspect of his character?
LEE was of course a great artist, and also a 
warm-hearted and good-natured person. Looking 
through records about him, I often feel frustrated. 
For example, he didn’t have enough money to go 
and see his family in Japan, and missed them 
terribly, as he would write in his letters, but when 
he actually was able to draw in some income, he 
would spend it all buying his friends drinks! He 
was like a child, if you will. (laughs) Even when he 
did not have enough to make ends meet, he would 
give away everything he had. I suppose this is one 
of the reasons why I wanted to make a film about 
him. LEE is an outstanding Korean painter, and 
his works were as great as any of his contemporary 
European colleagues. However, we know precious 
little about his actual character. We have no clear 
idea of what kind of person he was. Therefore 
introducing a complete picture of LEE is my 
motivation for this film. Rather than turning him 
into a legend and glorifying him, I want to share 
his real persona with audience, though it will be 
partly fictional.  

Throughout your career, you have frequently worked on 
the alienated, the lonely and the misunderstood. Are 
these once again your driving motivation?
He’s not an easy person to portray on the screen, 
but his works are what drew me to this project. 
The aura of his paintings is what grabbed me. 
That led me to realize that such a great artist had 
to live such a sad life. What tugged at my heart 
first was not his life but his art. In his pictures, 
there is some kind of freedom and truth. 

Surely casting will be critical. 
What’s important is which aspect of LEE to focus 

on. I would like to shine a light on his innocence. 
I would prefer to go for an innocent-looking actor, 
rather than a strong-looking and manly one. By 
the way, LEE was extremely good looking. What if 
people say, the real LEE was much better looking 
than the actor? (laughs) And the role of his wife 
Masako, won’t be easy to cast. I guess it would be 
right to have a Japanese actress, but… casting her 
won’t be easy. 

You are an artist yourself. Which aspects of him do you 
especially sympathize with? 
To the audience, his love for his family and his 
wife should be very appealing. But for me, what 
is more impressive is his attitude. No matter the 
circumstances, he kept on working, and he kept 
his trust in himself and the world, staying true to 
his own personality. Perhaps that is why he ended 
up dying young without having seen his family 
again, but this attitude was the foundation of his 
identity. 

What do you want to convey through the film?
Would it be a little odd if I say ‘pure love’? Whether 
it was his love for his family or his passion for art, 
he had this original mind that remained steadfast 
in the face of outside forces. Perhaps this is what 
I want to depict in the film. But I have one more 
wish. When I met Mrs. LEE and their two sons in 
Tokyo, I was almost shocked at how impoverished 
their lives were. In Korea, LEE’s art costs several 
million dollars a piece, but his family shuffles 
along in poverty. They do not own a single picture 
of his. Besides, they were also the victims of a 
forgery law suit. I hope this film may change their 
situation to some extent. Lastly, I want his works 
to be re-evaluated in their own right. His pictures 
have not yet been assessed in terms of art history. I 
hope they will be re-evaluated on the international 
artistic stage once they are introduced through the 
film. I want to let the whole world know that Korea 
was home to such a great artist.
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Gina KIM is probably more famous overseas than 
she is in her native country. It would be safe to 
say she is the most successful Korean director 
working outside of Korea. Every film of hers has 
been invited to influential film festivals across 
the globe. She is a former professor of Visual and 
Environmental Studies at Harvard University 
and is currently teaching at the UCLA School of 
Theater, Film and Television. Her filmography 
includes five feature length films.  
KIM's first full length work was a documentary, 
Gina KIM's Video Diary (2001), in which she 
appeared as herself, depicting her eating disorder. 
David James, a film scholar, described this film as 
a very sensitive video diary.   
Her second feature was a narrative film. Invisible 
Light (2004) is, according to KIM, a story of “two 
women who share sentiments of alienation and 
deportation.” This film featured two women living 
in America and Korea, and was also warmly 
received. A film critic remarked: Exceptionally 
good-looking, Invisible Light brings together 
elements from Kim’s video work (eating disorders, 
the struggles for an independent identity) and from 
an art house tradition of movies about characters 
at psychological extremes. It adds new timbers and 
muscles to Korea's emerging women’s cinema. 
Never Forever (2007), featuring Vera Farmiga 
and HA Jung-woo, depicts the interracial love 
between a Caucasian woman and an Asian man. 
Martin Scorsese referred to Never Forever as “a 
moving experience (in which) the performances are 
wonderful and touching, and the style… intense 
and very precise.”

Let us take a look at the synopsis of The French 
Woman. Mira, a woman in her mid-40s, has been 
living in France for more than 20 years. Since 
the recent terrorist attack in Paris, the influx of 
tourists from Korea has noticeably declined and so 
did her translation contracts. So Mira decides to 
make good use of this slack period by visiting Korea 
for the first time in years. 
She meets her old friends and stops by the bars 
where she used to go. But later that night, when 
Mira returns from the bathroom in the bar, 
something strange has happened and she finds 
herself in some sort of time lapse. Mira is the 
same person, but all her friends have returned 
to themselves from 20 years ago, when they 

KIM Hee-jung of 
    THE FRENCH WOMAN

Gina KIM of 
         PARADISE LOST

Her fourth movie was another documentary, Faces 
of Seoul (2009). It illustrated the landscape of 
Seoul, the capital of Korea, which KIM has been 
chronicling since 1995. You may call it a sketch of 
Seoul seen through an immigrant’s perspective, and 
re-arranged by KIM. 
Her most recent film was Final Recipe (2014), 
starring Michelle YEOH and Henry LAU, and was 
screened at Berlinale.  
KIM's newest film will be Paradise Lost, which 
is one of this year’s APM Projects. It introduces 
a woman who returns home after 15 years, and 
features a set of very complicated stories including 
insurance compensation and a re-encounter with 
her first love. KIM intends to tell us about desires 
through these complex situations.

were throwing a farewell party for Mira. Is Mira 
dreaming, or is some sort of miracle happening to 
her? Mira’s boyfriend also visits Korea, but it turns 
out he already has another girlfriend. The question 
that this film wants to ask is what is the cause of  
this fantasy to occur to Mira in Seoul?    
KIM Hee-jung started to make name for herself 
in Korean cinema when Once… Someday, her 
graduation work at the Lodz Film School, was 
invited to the Wide Angle section in Busan 
International Film Festival in 2001. In 2005, she 
got into the Résidence du Festival program, where 
the Cannes Film Festival provides production 
opportunities to rookie filmmakers. As a result, she 
completed a scenario which she later turned into 
her first feature The Wonder Years  (2007). This film 
carefully depicts the self-reflexive journey of a 13-
year-old fatherless girl trying to find her mother. 
She came forward as a woman director thanks to 
this film. 
Her second feature Grape Candy (2012) revolves 
around a woman who is suddenly confronted with 
her lost memory, and was inspired by the collapse 
of the Seongsu Bridge in 1994. Snow Paths (2016) 
is a story about a man staying at an abbey to cure 
his alcoholism and a girl from a shaman family. 
The film mixes dreams and imagination that are in 
lockstep with reality.  
Seen this way, it looks as though her features have 
a consistent theme. Right after the release of The 
Wonder Years, she confessed her interest in “dealing 
with the boundary between truth and falsehood.” 
This is her very own theme, and also marks for new 
project The French Woman.

  At the Crossroad of Truth and Fraud    The Strength of Contemporary Women’s Cinema  
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MIN Byung-hun's filmography is largely divided 
into three stages. The first was when he made what 
he calls the trilogy of fear and redemption, which 
included Flight of the Bee (1999), Let's Not Cry 
(2001) and Pruning the Grapevine (2007). MIN once 
said: “I’m interested in the scent of beautiful human 
nature.” To express that scent, his works during 
that time mostly reflected the style of the religious 
fable. As a result, MIN's films presented self-
reflexive personas and images, which is very rare in 
Korean cinema. 
The second stage was when he made Touch (2012) 
and Love Never Fails (2015). He refers to these 
films as the trilogy of life, which also includes the 

SEO Eun-young is a new face on the domestic film 
scene. She has made several shorts and recently 
presented her feature debut Overman (2016) which 
drew keen attention at the Busan International Film 
Festival. But she still has a long way to go, compared 
to the other APM project selectees this year, who 
all are well established directors. However, this also 
proves that she is among the most promising and 
vivacious rookies in the Korean film industry today. 
Overman  was filmed in a humble and quiet style, 
but what SEO wanted to express was strong and 

MIN Byung-hun of 
    THE EMPEROR 

forthcoming project The Architect. “I am deeply 
ashamed of the current trend of having so little 
respect for life. As a film director, I felt compelled 
to speak about life,” he asserted. This trilogy of life 
had a different style than his previous triptych. The 
drama became more intense and gained momentum. 
These films seem to pay much stronger attention to 
the secular aspect of the world compared to his older 
works.  
The third stage, which he is currently embarking 
on, appears rather special. We could refer to this 
third stage as “the artist’s series.” For a while, MIN 
made a series of short films, including The Pathway 
to Senses (2015), which depicts modern artist KIM 
Nam-pyo. He also made the feature film I'm Feng 
(2016), about FENG Zhengjie, an outstanding artist 
in Chinese modern art. FENG himself appears in 
the film, which was made with a free and fluid style, 
going back and forth between the modes of narrative 
film, experimental film and documentary.  
His next film project The Emperor, which has also 
been selected as the APM project this year, looks to 
follow this same vein. The title refers to Beethoven's 
5th piano symphony. The Emperor describes the 
music of KIM Sun-wook, a Korean pianist. 
The film begins with three people who get together 
in a motel room to commit suicide, like in a 
traditional feature film, but the film will then 
go back and forth between their consciousness 
and fantasy, until KIM’s music embraces them 
all. “Their stories will be divided by the past 
and restrained by the present, going towards a 
devastating end. Can their weary will to live be 
saved by music?” MIN ponders.

SEO Eun-young  of 
        UNDEFINED

serious. The film follows Do-hyun, a high school 
gymnastic athlete who gets into trouble and is 
assigned to work in a public library, where he meets 
Soo-hyun, a girl of the same age. They become close 
friends and share their hardships in life. 
They think hard about what it takes to live a 
creative life. "An overman is one who loves and 
creates life. Of course it's very hard to love your 
current life, yet if you endure and overcome the 
pain, you get to change it and finally you can create 
your life anew.” This line more or less represents 
the whole theme of the film. “You can be an 
overman,”Soo-hyun tells Do-hyun assuringly.  
“Good Will Hunting, one of my favorite movies, 
was dedicated to Ginsberg and Burroughs. It is an 
homage from Gus Van Sant and Matt Damon to the 
beat generation authors. If you go back further, the 
sources of inspiration for the beat generation were 
Nietzsche and Sartre. That’s how I came to read 
Nietzsche and Sartre, and I wanted to discuss their 
insights in my own way,” says SEO.  
Undefined , SEO's 2016 APM project, is likely to 
be her second feature film, and will be loosely 
connected to Overman. The name of the main 
character is Ae-jung, a medical doctor. She comes 
back to her hometown to care for her grandfather 
who is on his deathbed. It has been a long time 
since she lived in her hometown, as she left there 
with her mother following her father’s death. Her 
hometown is extremely traditional and conservative, 
and there she discovers a secret about her father. 
In her first feature, she questioned the meaning of 
life in the form of a young couple's love story. In her 
second feature, she seems to ask the same question 
again, yet this time in the form of a mystery.

  Can Music Save a Life?    A Rookie Director Who Seeks the Meaning of Life   
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JANG Kun-jae had an unusual life as a teenager. 
According to him, rather than attending school 
regularly, he spent a lot of time in cinematheques, 
where he truly felt free and grew more and more 
attracted to cinema. He gradually got to know people 
and became serious about studying film and finally 
realized too he wanted to make films. 
His first feature film Eighteen (2010) is based on 
his own experience as a teenager. During the film’s 
production, he fell in love with the producer and got 
married. Then he got a film idea about their lives as 
newlyweds. Do we want a child? For us, what does it 
mean to have one? Together they put a lot of thought 
into it. 
Sleepless Night (2013), his second feature, focused on 
these experiences from the early days of their married 
life. Sleepless Night was screened in the competition 
section of the Nara International Film Festival in 
Japan, where KAWASE Naomi is the director of the 
executive committee. The following year, he began 
production on A Midsummer’s Fantasia (2015), his 
third feature, which was commissioned by the Nara 
International Film Festival. This is how his three 
feature films to date have come to be. 
Now JANG is among the most promising independent 
film directors in Korea. All three of his films have been 
warmly received both domestically and internationally, 
winning prizes at several prestigious film festivals. 
In Eighteen, he featured teenagers and carefully 
showed their rough yet tender sentiments. In Sleepless 
Night, JANG presented a meaningful advancement. 
This film is not just a strong drama; it is supported 
by many other different styles, which bring this film 
to a higher stage. In A Midsummer’s Fantasia, which 

is his most recent film, he attempted a stronger 
arrangement than in his two previous films. This 
work is divided into a first and a second part, with 
each of them shedding light on the other. 
JANG began his film career as a chronicler of his 
own life, and now he is moving in a more stylistic 
direction. He is currently facing another challenge. 
Through his next feature, The Cold-blooded Penguin, 
he wants to explore the relationship between the 
nation and the individual, as a social issue.    

JANG Kun-jae  of  
  THE COLD-BLOODED PENGUIN 

  Director As a Recorder of Life  
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The last tiger in Joseon came back to life 
and roared furiously. It was so vivid and 
realistic that every hair on viewers’ necks 
stood up. The Gyeongseong and Shanghai 
streets of the 1930s came back to life, 
and future cities that only exist in people’s 
imagination have now come to be. 
4th Creative Party is a major special 
effects company in Korea, which has been 
constantly reaching for the impossible 
during the last 20 years through their 
knowhow and technology. It has the 
largest VFX studio in Korea, and has now 
become the first Korean VFX company 
to participate in a Hollywood movie, 
as well as being a major partner for 
representative Korean directors like PARK 
Chan-wook and BONG Joon-ho.  

These days, there is hardly any film without CG and VFX making 
up a big part. In the past, VFX budgets accounted for around 
10% of the entire production cost of a film. Nowadays it can be as 
much as 20 to 50%. The size of this industry amounted to USD 27 
million in 2012 but has now grown to twice that size.   
4th Creative Party has so far worked on more than 150 films since 
1996, including Old Boy (2003), Sympathy for Lady Vengeance 
(2005), The Host (2006), Thirst (2009) and Mother (2009). Their 
specialty is creature technology, which they developed through 
Woochi (2009), Howling (2012) and Hwayi: A Monster Boy (2013). 
With this accumulated technical expertise, they eventually made 
The Tiger in 2015, which featured a digitally rendered tiger in the 
lead. 
Its recent filmography includes Assassination, The Handmaiden, 
The Last Princess and Asura: The City of Madness. Okja, which is 
BONG's hotly anticipated new global project, will also call for 4th 
Creative Party to do the VFX. It thus recently joined Hollywood, 
and is about to jump into the Chinese market as well. 

Four Friends Combine Forces for 4th Creative Party
Four industrial design classmates at Kyunghee University set up the 
company 20 years ago. It was originally named EON for two reasons:  
first of all, they all had the sound EON in their names, and they were 
hoping for eternal life and happiness for both their company and all its 
employees, derived from the dictionary meaning of ‘eon’. Back then, it 
was not even clear what computer graphics could bring to films. There 
was very little understanding in the field, and some people were even 
hostile to the idea of computer graphics. 
The first film EON was ever asked to participate in was a film by the 
name of Father Vs. Son (1997). “Back then, not so many films required 
VFX. On average we worked on two to three films per year, and it was 
mostly on the shots for which shooting was not possible. Sometimes 
this handful of shots would disappear during the editing process. Even 
films with a lot of CG shots only required 20 to 30 of them. There was 
very little understanding as to what CG technology meant, and some 
were clearly against the idea. It was hard to communicate with them," 
says LEE Jeon-hyoung, CEO of 4th Creative Party.  

That is How They Create         the World 
4th Creative Party on VFX for STOKER 

Starting with Father Vs. Son, EON steadily 
increased the volume of their filmography, and in 
2009 they revitalized the company and changed the 
name to ‘4th Creative Party.’ 
4th Creative Party made another leap in 2014, when 
it acquired AZworks, a post-production company 
in Busan and also the largest animation studio in 
Korea, and moved down to Busan from Seoul. Then 
it hired 70~80 more employees to build a larger 
production infrastructure, and expanded their 
business into animation as well as new media.  
LEE explains: “By acquiring AZworks, each section 
is now working in relation to other sections so that 
all sections benefit from each other, not weighing 
too much into a specific genre or area. We have 
many different offers and their number and sizes 
are increasing as well. Since last year, we have been 
developing our own animation IP and planning to 

SPECiAL REPORT

Busan head office of 4th Creative Party

In post-productionMeeting on project research
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include The Three Body Problem, Meow and Once Upon a Time.  
“The Three Body Problem is based on an original novel that received 
the Hugo Awards, which is often referred to as the Nobel Prize of the 
SF genre. There are not so many sci-fi films in Korea, so it will be 
a great opportunity for us to show off our CG ability and creativity. 
Meow is directed by Benny CHAN, well known for A Moment of 
Romance, and features a cat, that has to be able to walk on its two feet. 
It is therefore another ‘creature film’, and is currently in production. 
Once Upon a Time is funded by Alibaba Pictures, and it has a lot of 
fantastic elements, including creatures and several different types of 
CG requirements. We are also discussing films scheduled for 2017,” 
assures a staff member from 4th Creative Party.  
Their first step in Hollywood came with Stoker in 2013. This was 
PARK Chan-wook’s first work in Hollywood, and the first time for 
4th Creative Party to make a direct contract with a major Hollywood 
studio. Since they have been working together for a long time, 4th 
Creative Party knew PARK’s style and how to satisfy him. They 
created the main themes and design on the screen that fit PARK’s idea, 
which led to the American VFX studios and producers to contact them. 
Later on 4th Creative Party made their presence as the first Korean 
VFX studio in Hollywood even more salient, as they worked on A 
Bigger Splash  by the Italian filmmaker Luca Guadagnino, Equals, 
which is a sci-fi drama, Tallulah featuring Ellen Page, and Free State 
of Jones, a war drama featuring Matthew McConaughey.  
4th Creative Party explains their VFX work in China, Hollywood 
and Korea as follows: “There is not much difference between the 
domestic and international film industry in terms of technology. The 
production pipelines are pretty much the same as what we’ve already 
established so far and what we need later on for R&D, etc. There is 
not much difference in terms of the way the work is done. What differs 
is the culture. The perspective, the way you look at the color, design 
and sentiments. We value different things, hence we have different 
expressions.”
For example, Korean cinema considers realistic elements to be the 
central issue in VFX, whereas Chinese cinema prefers fantastic 
elements which are vivid and colorful. Things are also quite different 
in Hollywood according to different genres and directors, with some 
CG works being realistic and others more fantasy-like. 
What crucially differs in these filmic cultures is the issue of security. “In 
Hollywood, there is a very thorough check-up before VFX production 
to ensure security. Of course the security issue is very important in 
Korea and China as well, but in America, it was a lot more strict and 
there were many other things we had to be conscious of. We could work 
with them because we fulfilled every of the requirements,” says a staff 
member at 4th Creative Party.

go into production. Now we encompass the entire 
production timeline from planning to production."  
The company now boasts 10 VFX supervisors 
with at least 15 years of experience in the field, 20 
project managing producers, and more than 140 
CG specialists and R&D workers. It is the biggest 
enterprise of its kind in Korea, and is ready to stand 
as a full-board media content company, working on 
animation and new media planning and production, 
in addition to film VFX. 

The Witness of Korean Film VFX 
For the last 20 years, 4th Creative Party has done 
VFX works on more than 150 films. EON made 
its presence known in the Korean film industry 
with Musa-the Warrior (2001) and Old Boy, which 
demonstrated sophisticated technology compared 
to the contemporaneous standard. Their technology 
developed even further with Antarctic Journal 
(2005), The Host and Thirst.  
In 2012, 4th Creative Party was awarded with the 
Ministry of Culture, Sport and Tourism Prize for 
Jeju, a Mysterious Island, a promotional 3D video on 
Jeju Island. The video drew strong praise as it used 
diverse VFX techniques including digital creatures, 
which were rarely found in Korean 3D videos of that 
time. 
Based on the experience accumulated on Woochi, 
Howling and Hwayi: A Monster Boy, 4th Creative 
Party developed further their creature technology 
for The Tiger, and succeeded in simulating fur, 
which is a notoriously difficult challenge to create  

4th Creative Party is currently working on Okja by 
BONG Joon-ho, a global project funded by Netflix. 
Shooting was completed at the end of August, and 
the film is now in the editing room. As soon as they 
are done with editing, post-production will begin. 
4th Creative Party is in charge of designing the 
CG, including the digital environment and digital 
characters, as well as car chase and mob scenes. 
The rest remains a secret for the moment.    
 by AHN Young-yoon

4th Creative Party is expanding its business by launching a new 
media business section. So far their works have been either 2K 
or 4K resolution, according to movie standards, but from now 
on they will produce large format videos in 8K resolution as well 
as special venue film formats. They are also working on new 
content technology R&D to establish the world’s first VR theme 
park with Lotte World. They also produce promotional videos for 
international exhibitions like CES and IfA, and shops, working with 
global electronics companies. 
In addition, 4th Creative Party is creating new business with a 
new kind of media player, where video production technology and 
video display technology will be combined. They are also planning 
on expanding their IP business in the global market with animation 
films of their own design.

 

four-limbed animals. The Tiger received the 2016 Chunsa Film Award 
for Best Visual Effects, and was nominated at the 10th edition of Asian 
Film Awards for Best Visual Effet, bringing the standard of Korean 
VFX technology to a higher level.  
4th Creative Party is a regular creative partner for Korea’s leading 
directors, including PARK Chan-wook, BONG Joon-ho, CHOI Dong-
hoon and RYOO Seung-wan. “This is what makes us proud and drives 
us to work harder. We have 10 VFX supervisors with 15 to 20 years 
of experience. Each supervisor makes their VFX production plan and 
adds their own creative ideas to make a great product that lives up to 
the directors’ expectations. We are not mere operators. We work hard 
to achieve high quality CG works and think hard about the visual 
creativity of each project. That’s why we make satisfying products, 
which bring us more contracts from famous directors,” reported a star 
member of 4th Creative Party. 

Towards the Continent, towards Hollywood
4th Creative Party first entered the Chinese market with Detective 
Dee and the Mystery of the Phantom Flame  (2010) and confidently 
moved further in with The Continent (2014) and Mojin: the Lost 
Legend  (2015). Since they are equipped with proven VFX know-how 
and technology from the Korean film industry, their entrance in China 
wasn’t a difficult one. With films like Assassination and The Tiger in 
2015 bearing hefty CG requirements, 4th Creative Party has become 
even more popular. As Chinese audiences prefer fantasy and action 
genres, VFX takes up a large portion of Chinese cinema. 
4th Creative Party has recently been offered to take part in a huge 
film with a USD 10 million budget. Sales are of course important 
but just as crucial are the great opportunities the company can gain 
through a variety of new experiences which they can learn from, as 
they strive to develop VFX, which is not common in Korea. 
4th Creative Party is currently working on three Chinese films, which 

The world beyond Cinema 
New Media Content Business at 4th Creative Party

New media project of 4th Creative Party: producing content for 
Lotte World Flying Theater ‘Fly over Korea’ and VR theme park. 
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The Last Princess (2016)
The Last Princess  strives to create delicate and 
realistic backgrounds in order for audiences to be 
totally immersed in the film, and to capture the 
experience of the tragic life of Deok-hye, the last 
princess of Joseon. 

The Tiger (2015)  
The last tiger of Joseon was created 100% 
with CG effects. The staff at 4th Creative 
Party went through 11 different stages 
to create a natural and realistic creature. 
In order to give it a mysterious charisma, 
the pupil was removed from its left eye 
and each and every hair was carefully 
simulated to account for the effect of 
wind and light. It was first designed in 
accordance to the movement of motion 
capture performers and then turned into 
a digital creature. Upon completion of The 
Tiger, 4th Creative Party received a lot of 
offers from international film producers in 
China, America, Europe and India.     

Stoker (2013)
Stoker is especially meaningful as it is their first work in Hollywood. The 
key was to create PARK Chan-wook’s vision on screen in accordance 
with his style and ideas. Letters were floating on vision screen and 
spiders, scarabs, blood-shedding flowers and finger blisters were created 
as if they were already there. 

Flu  (2013)
The disaster that befalls a city when it 
is invaded by a terrible virus was vividly 
created through crowd simulation and 
CG environments.  

The Berlin File (2013)
Stunning action scenes on skyscrapers and massive explosions were 
realistically rendered thanks to 4th Creative Party̕s VfX technology. 

Snowpiercer (2013)
It was a big challenge for 4th Creative 
Party as it is a sci-fi film set in an Ice Age. 
Eric Dust, who supervised VfX on Ghost 
Rider and Spiderman, joined the team 
from the pre-production stage. 
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MARKET

There are so many films in American Film 
Market that you couldn't take note of all 
of them. That's why KoBiz asked  on your 
behalf to Korean sales companies which 
films are the most anticipated in their lists. 
From historical and disaster blockbusters 
to documentary and short animation series, 
here are the most notable productions in 
Korean cinema this year.

The Most Anticipated Korean Films in AFM
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If You 
Have to 
Choose 
Only 
a Few Vanishing Time: A Boy Who

Returned 
2016 | TBD | fantasy Drama
DIRECTOR UM Tae-hwa
CAST GANG Dong-won, SIN Eun-su
RELEASE DATE November, 2016

13-year-old Su-rin (SIN Eun-su) moves to a remote 
island with her stepfather when her mother passes 
away. She befriends Sung-min, an orphan boy who 
truly understands her. One day, they venture into a 
cave in the forest with a group of kids and discover a 
glittering egg which, according to their local folktale, 
holds a time-eating monster; a monster that can 
instantly turn a child into an adult.
Su-rin tries to stop them, but the boys take the egg 
out of curiosity. When she follows them out of the 
cave, she finds that her friends have disappeared. 
Later, a mysterious man (GANG Dong-won) in his 
30s shows up and tells Su-rin that he is Sung-min.
Filmmaker UM Tae-hwa, who attracted considerable 
attention with his feature debut INGtoogi: The Battle 
of Internet Trolls (2013), returns with his latest 
work, but this time with a different tone. The match 
between fantasy thriller and actor GANG Dong-won 
as the male lead is enough to raise high expectations. 

Luck-Key 
2016 | 112min | Comedy Drama
DIRECTOR LEE Gae-byok
CAST YOO Hae-jin, LEE Joon, LIM Ji-yeun, CHO Youn-hee
RELEASE DATE October 13, 2016

Hyung-wook (YOO Hae-jin), an infamous assassin known for 
his perfectionism, slips on soap at a public sauna and passes 
out. Jae-sung (LEE Joon), an unknown actor who’s hit rock 
bottom, witnesses the accident and switches his locker key with 
Hyung-wook’s. Jae-sung opens the locker to find the key to a 
fancy car which leads him to a luxurious condo along with all 
the wealth and secrets of a successful hit man.
On the other hand, Hyung-wook wakes up with amnesia. And 
the only clue he has for his identity are his outstanding bills. 
With the help of a paramedic, he finds out he’s a totally broke 
and nameless actor. While Hyung-wook struggles to remember 
his past, he tries to ‘continue’ his life as an actor. And by an 
irony of fate, since his body remembers all the moves he used to 
do as a hit man, he soon becomes a new action hero on TV. As 
he continues to shoot his action sequences, his memory starts to 
return.
This film offers the opportunity to watch YOO Hae-jin’s comic 
performance and that is enough to raise expectations. This film 
marks the comeback of filmmaker LEE Gae-byok, known for his 
unique sense of humor, after an 11-year break since The Beast 
and the Beauty (2005).  by KIM Hyung-seok
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Will You Be There?
2016 | TBD | Romance fantasy
DIRECTOR HONG Ji-young
CAST KIM Yoon-seok, BYUN Yo-han
RELEASE DATE December, 2016

Soo-hyun comes across magical pills 
that allow him to go back and forth in 
time. 30 years earlier, a young Soo-hyun 
(BYUN Yo-han) meets his future self 
(KIM Yoon-seok) and learns that his 
girlfriend will soon die because of him. 
In order to save her, the two Soo-hyuns 
try to change the past, but a completely 
new and unexpected past is formed, 
which leads to a new future.
Based on Guillaume Musso’s novel, Will 
You Be There?, which was translated 
and published in 29 countries, this is a 
romantic fantasy tale of love that travels 
beyond time. The film is the latest from 
director HONG Ji-young of The Naked 
Kitchen (2009) and Marriage Blue (2013).

Bluebeard
2016 | TBD | Thriller, Mystery
DIRECTOR LEE Soo-yeon
CAST CHO Jin-woong, KIM Dae-myeong, SHIN Koo
RELEASE DATE 2017

Doctor Seung-hoon (CHO Jin-
woong) is sedating his landlord 
before a medical check-up when suddenly the old man begins confessing a 
murder. Sometime later, a young woman’s severed head is discovered at a 
butcher shop run by his landlord’s son, and Seung-hoon begins to suspect that 
the landlord and his son are the serial killers.
This film marks the long-awaited comeback of LEE Soo-yeon who introduced a 
particular cinematic approach in her 2003 film The Uninvited starring PARK 
Shin-yang and Gianna JUN. People are looking forward to another superb 
performance from CHO Jin-woong, known for successfully reinventing himself 
through his film characters.

The Sheriff in Town
2016 | TBD | Crime, Comedy
DIRECTOR KIM Hyung-joo
CAST  LEE Sung-min, CHO Jin-woong,  

KIM Sung-kyun
RELEASE DATE 2017

Disgraced by a drug sting gone awry, ex-cop Dae-ho (LEE Sung-min) lives in 
Busan as an unofficial sheriff and looks after the town. Meanwhile, a new 
businessman in town called Dong-jin (CHO Jin-woong) wins the townspeople’s 
favor to start a beach resort, which becomes a huge hit. Dae-ho recalls that 
Dong-jin was somehow involved in his drug sting and begins an investigation, 
suspecting that he’s also involved in a drug case that took place recently.
This is the latest work from Sanai Pictures known for gritty ‘male-oriented’ 
features, such as New World (2013), The Shameless (2015), A Violent 
Prosecutor and Asura: The City of Madness. And this is the debut feature of 
KIM Hyung-joo, who previously worked as the assistant director on KUNDO: 
Age of the Rampant (2014) executive-produced by HAN Jae-duk, the head of 
Sanai Pictures. 
by KIM Hyung-seok
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Because I Love You 
2016 | TBD | Romantic Comedy
DIRECTOR JOO Ji-hong
CAST  CHA Tae-hyun, KIM You-jung, SUNG Dong-il, 

SEO Hyeon-jin
RELEASE DATE November, 2016

Lee-hyung (CHA Tae-hyun), who 
was going to propose to his lover, 
gets into a severe accident and is 
left in a coma. Miraculously, he 
snaps out of his unconsciousness 
but notices that he is in another 
person’s body with no memory of his 
former self. As he learns that his 
spirit is capable of entering other 
peoples’ bodies, he sets out to solve 
the problems of the various people 
he “visits”, such as remedying the 
relationship of a couple on the verge 
of a divorce or solving a high school 
couple’s teenage pregnancy. 
A ‘healing comedy’ which 
showcases actor CHA Tae-hyun at 
his finest, this is the second feature 
of filmmaker JOO Ji-hong since 
Maybe (2009).

Pandora
2016 | TBD | Disaster
DIRECTOR PARK Jung-woo
CAST KIM Nam-gil, KIM Young-ae, JUNG Jin-young, 
KIM Dae-Myeong
RELEASE DATE Winter 2016, Spring 2017

A nuclear power plant is built 
in a peaceful and small town in 
South Korea. All the residents praise the nuclear power station 
for bringing new jobs and new life to the quiet town except Jae-
hyuk (KIM Nam-gil) who lost his father and brother due to coolant 
exposure while working in the nuclear power plant and is forced 
to work in the station against his will. The nuclear power plant 
gradually corrodes, and one day, after an unexpected earthquake, 
old pipes in the nuclear power plant break and the hydrogen gas 
explodes. To prevent an atomic explosion and save his beloved 
people, Jae-hyuk goes into the nuclear power plant. 
PARK Jung-woo returns with his second disaster film since  
Deranged  (2012). This film deals with a subject matter that 
concerns the current state of South Korea.

Lucid Dream 
2016 | TBD | fantasy Thriller
DIRECTOR KIM Joon-sung
CAST KO Soo, SUL Kyung-gu, PARK Yoo-chun
RELEASE DATE Spring 2017

Dae-ho (KO Soo) is in agony as his only 
son has been kidnapped at a theme park. 

He gives up his career as a journalist in search of his son but to no avail. So-hyun, 
Dae-ho's psychiatrist and friend, suggests trying to lucid dream, a new psychiatric 
healing method. The process involves having a patient fall asleep with the awareness 
that he or she is dreaming, thus enabling them to recall lost memories to treat 
traumatic experiences. Instead of using this method as a treatment, Dae-ho decides 
to use lucid dreams to search for his son. 
This film is a thriller which deals with the rare subject of lucid dream. It is the debut 
feature of KIM Joon-sung, who is recognized for the genre-oriented insight and 
execution he displayed in his short films.  by KIM Hyung-seok
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Maybe (2009).

Pandora
2016 | TBD | Disaster
DIRECTOR PARK Jung-woo
CAST KIM Nam-gil, KIM Young-ae, JUNG Jin-young, 
KIM Dae-Myeong
RELEASE DATE Winter 2016, Spring 2017

A nuclear power plant is built 
in a peaceful and small town in 
South Korea. All the residents praise the nuclear power station 
for bringing new jobs and new life to the quiet town except Jae-
hyuk (KIM Nam-gil) who lost his father and brother due to coolant 
exposure while working in the nuclear power plant and is forced 
to work in the station against his will. The nuclear power plant 
gradually corrodes, and one day, after an unexpected earthquake, 
old pipes in the nuclear power plant break and the hydrogen gas 
explodes. To prevent an atomic explosion and save his beloved 
people, Jae-hyuk goes into the nuclear power plant. 
PARK Jung-woo returns with his second disaster film since  
Deranged  (2012). This film deals with a subject matter that 
concerns the current state of South Korea.

Lucid Dream 
2016 | TBD | fantasy Thriller
DIRECTOR KIM Joon-sung
CAST KO Soo, SUL Kyung-gu, PARK Yoo-chun
RELEASE DATE Spring 2017

Dae-ho (KO Soo) is in agony as his only 
son has been kidnapped at a theme park. 

He gives up his career as a journalist in search of his son but to no avail. So-hyun, 
Dae-ho's psychiatrist and friend, suggests trying to lucid dream, a new psychiatric 
healing method. The process involves having a patient fall asleep with the awareness 
that he or she is dreaming, thus enabling them to recall lost memories to treat 
traumatic experiences. Instead of using this method as a treatment, Dae-ho decides 
to use lucid dreams to search for his son. 
This film is a thriller which deals with the rare subject of lucid dream. It is the debut 
feature of KIM Joon-sung, who is recognized for the genre-oriented insight and 
execution he displayed in his short films.  by KIM Hyung-seok
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One-man Tag (W/T)
2016 | TBD | Horror    
DIRECTOR Doo LEE
CAST RYU Deok-hwan, JO Bok-rae
RELEASE DATE October 27, 2016 

VJ Glow (RYU Deok-hwan), the MC of a successful 
online horror channel, seeks out stories, urban legends 
and haunted places to feature on his show. Through 
his research, he comes across a terrifying video of 
the unsolved mystery of a high school girl who went 
missing while playing ‘One-man Tag’, a new form of 
hide-and-seek becoming trend online.
The rumor behind One-man tag is that it has the 
ability to conjure ghosts out of their hiding places, and 
the video shows a high school girl losing her mind. 
Feeling that he’s stumbled on the new hot thing, VJ 
Glow puts together a show where they go in search of 
the girl. 
Active since the late 1990s, RYU appeared in several 
notable films, including Like a Virgin (2006) and 
HONG Sang-soo’s Nobody’s Daughter Haewon (2013). 
Following a scene-stealing role in C’est si Bon (2015) 
and several other major films like Coin Locker Girl 
(2015), JO is one of the freshest faces in Korea.

The Age of Shadows
2016 | 139 MIN | Espionage Action, Drama
DIRECTOR KIM Jee-woon
CAST SONG Kang-ho, GONG Yoo, HAN Ji-min
RELEASE DATE September 7, 2016 

Set in the 1920s, a turbulent time for Korea, The 
Age of Shadows focuses on LEE Jung-chool (SONG 
Kang-ho), a Korean man who works as a Japanese 
police officer. He is tasked with uncovering a secret 
band of dangerous Korean resistance fighters and 
seeks out its leader KIM Woo-jin (GONG Yoo). The 
two embark on a dangerous game of cat and mouse 
which reaches fever pitch when a mole is discovered 
within the resistance. They travel to Shanghai to 
prepare explosives for an attack back in Korea while 
LEE and other members of Japanese police force 
are hot on their trail. Allegiances are tested and 
brought to breaking point when the explosives, the 
independence fighters and the Japanese officers all 
board a train to Korea.
After drawing acclaim following its debut at the 
Venice International Film Festival, The Age of 
Shadows recorded over seven million admissions in 
Korea. The film went on the screen at the Toronto 
International Film Festival and Fantastic Fest in 
Austin, Texas, where it picked up the prize for Best 
Action Film.
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by Pierce Conran

Finecut

A Special Lady
2016 | TBD | Action Noir
DIRECTOR LEE An-gyu
CAST KIM Hye-soo, LEE Sun-kyun, LEE Hui-joon, CHOI Moo-sung
RELEASE DATE November, 2016 

KIM Hye-soo, undoubtedly one of Korea’s top stars, 
returns later this year to one of the roles she does best, 
the crime film femme fatale. In A Special Lady, KIM 
plays Hyun-jung who became the second-in-command 
of a large crime syndicate. She recruits Sang-hoon 
(LEE Sun-kyun), who becomes the most effective killer 
in the gang but soon begins to feel the burden of the 
dirty work thrust in his hands by her. Caught in one of 
Hyun-jung’s traps, prosecutor Dae-sik (LEE Hui-joon)  
is forced to help the organization build up its business 
front while secretly planning for revenge.
Hyun-jung’s facade is put in peril when the existence of 
her secret son is revealed. The boy becomes the target of 
both Sang-hoon and Dae-sik, who seek to take down the 
whole gang along with Hyun-jung. 
A Special Lady is a rare commercial Korean crime film 
with a female lead, the last being Coin Locker Girl 
(2015), which featured KIM Go-eun alongside KIM Hye-
soo. Co-starring with KIM is A Hard Day (2014) lead 
LEE Sun-kyun.

Missing
2016 | TBD | Thriller
DIRECTOR E. Oni
CAST UHM Ji-won, KONG Hyo-jin
RELEASE DATE November, 2016 

Ji-sun (UHM Ji-won), who works as a marketer for TV 
shows, lives a hard life. One day, Ji-sun returns from work 
only to discover that her 18-month-old daughter Da-eun 
has disappeared with the nanny Han-mae (KONG Hyo-
jin). Fearing a problem with her custody case, she refrains 
from calling the police. She starts her search by asking her 
neighbor, who recommended Han-mae to her in the first place, 
but quickly finds out that Han-mae is not who she seemed to 
be. 
UHM Ji-won and KONG Hyo-jin, two of Korea’s major female 
stars, combine forces for the first time with Missing, a new 
kidnap thriller and a rare dual female lead film. UHM was 
last seen in the Colonial Era drama The Silenced and thriller 
The Phone last year and is also part of the superstar cast of 
Master. Meanwhile, KONG, who was last seen in theatres in 
the 2013 drama Boomerang Family, has been active on the 
small screen of late but will soon be seen in the thriller A 
Single Rider alongside LEE Byung-hun.

by Pierce Conran
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See-saw 
2016 | TBD | Documentary
DIRECTOR KO Hee-young
CAST  LEE Dong-woo, LIM Jae-shin
RELEASE DATE November 2016

Renowned comedian Dong-
woo has suddenly lost his 
sights. Diagnosed with rare 
neurological disorder he’s 
contacted by a voluntary 
eye donor. The donor turns 
out to be another victim of 
muscular disease and his 
eyes are the only healthy 
part left he has. Befriended, 
they take a journey to share 
their lives and challenges. 
The film was directed by 
documentary filmmaker 
KO Hee-young who 
recently released Breathing 
Underwater  which unfolds 
the live and death of female 
divers in Jeju Island.

A Stray Goat  
2016 | 95min | Drama
DIRECTOR CHO Jae-min
CAST PARK Jin-young, Ji-woo
RELEASE DATE N/A

Min-sik (PARK Jin-
young)’s family moves 
to a quiet town called 
Gosung. There, he meets 
Ye-ju (Ji-woo), a girl being 
bullied because her father’s been accused of murdering a teenage 
girl. Giving into peer pressure, Min-sik joins the bullying, but 
soon guiltily sympathizes with the poor girl. The two fragile souls 
become each other’s relief. 
One day, they come across a stray goat and together they take care 
of it with compassion. However, the owner of the goat finds out and 
brings his property back to a sketchy farm. The more they try to 
save the goat, the more they face obstacles. Gradually, Min-sik’s 
sympathy is questioned by the ugly reality.

Detour 
2016 | 103min. | Comedy, Drama
DIRECTOR CHAE Doo-byung
CAST SHIN Ha-kyun, PARK Hee-soon, OH Man-seok
RELEASE DATE August 25, 2016

Three friends from college are now on 
the brink of turning 40, but they’re not 
the grown-ups they imaged to be. To 
attend a funeral in Jeju Island, they 

go on an unexpected trip as a getaway and wind up at a guest 
house, where water shimmers, wind blows, and pretty women 
are seductive, inviting them to take a break from life. The film 
conveys the beautiful landscape of Jeju which is famous for its 
exotic beaches.
by KIM Hyung-seok

Shower,  
The Shaman Sorceress
2016 | TBD | Animation
DIRECTOR AHN Jae-hoon, HAN Hye-jin
CAST N/A
RELEASE DATE N/A

By far the most famous short novel in 
Korean literature is Shower written by 
HWANG Sun-won. For many Koreans it is 
the most representative Korean story, as it 
conveys sensibilities that are characteristic 
of Korean culture. The shower symbolizes 
the short but heart-rending love of a boy 
who encounters a girl playing by the stream 
on his way back home.
The Shaman Sorceress, written by KIM 
Dong-ree, is also a representative Korean 
short novel. Young shaman Eulwha falls in 
love with a man and then has a daughter. 
Her danghter is a talented artist and paints 
pictures of the spirits, but loses the ability to 
speak clearly. One day Eulwha’s son whom 
she delivered to a monastery when he was 
just ten years old returns as an adult to find 
his mother and sister and convert them. 
But Eulwha and he find each other at odds, 
believing each other’s god is a demon.

Collision 
2016 | 87min | Horror, Thriller
DIRECTOR LEE Yun-ho, HEO Seo-hyung
CAST LEE Seung-jun, LEE Ik-joon,  KIM Beom-tae, HEO Min-jin
RELEASE DATE 2017

Since Tae-wha, Jung-su and Sung-jin, who have come 
to know each other in the same town, have stolen a  
notorious gangster’s black money, they’ve secluded 
in some hillside cottage to hide themselves from the 
gangsters. One day, after they let a strange couple 
stay in the cottage, the fatal tragedy begins. On that 
night, people in the cottage witness Sung-jin being 
killed by two psycho killers. They try to escape from 
them and are ready to do everything they can for 
their own survival, even killing one another.

Delta Boys
2016 | 125min. | Drama, Comedy, Musical
DIRECTOR KO Bong-soo
CAST   BAEK Seung-hwan,  

LEE Woong-bin, SHIN Min-jae
RELEASE DATE N/A

Four men who live at the 
bottom of the social ladder prepare to enter a quartet contest. The 
circumstances are far from being favorable to them who each lack in 
something. A brilliant, humorous film about the trials and tribulations 
of young men. The film, which is the feature debut of director KO 
Bong-soo, won the Grand Prize of Korean Competition section at the 
Jeonju International Film Festival and the Audience Award at the 21st 
Indie Forum.     by KIM Hyung-seok
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KO-Pro in Busan’s 
14 Projects

No.1  Project  

A Father in a Wasted Land
DIRECTOR MIN Sung-Ah  
PRODUCER Eun-sil Sally LEE, Stanley KWAK
CONTACT INDIESTORY Inc.  Tel +82 2 722 6056
Email amenic99@naver.com

Synopsis  Maru is an ordinary dog that 
lives in a village near a nuclear plant. 
One day, an accident at the power plant 
leads to a vast area getting closed off and 
people evacuated. Maru, who had come 
to the marketplace with his master, is 

sent to a temporary shelter in a city far 
away. However, he leaves his master’s 
side to keep his promise to his wife Eomji 
to be by her side when she delivers their 
pups. He is accompanied by Kkami, 
a black goat who escaped from being 
turned into medicine at a health center 
and is in search of  ‘paradise.’ 

No.2  Project  

Alien Family JollyPolly
DIRECTOR RYU Su-Hwan  
PRODUCER KWAK Tae-Jung
CONTACT Animation Studio Vandal Co., Ltd.  
Tel 070 7005 9125  Email kwaktj72@naver.com

Synopsis  The JollyPolly family has 

succeeded in finding a cool planet 
(Earth) but their control panel breaks 
down on their way. Having lost the 
red, blue and yellow balls that produce 
a special power source, the JollyPolly 
family crash-lands on Earth. At that 
time, the red ball falls on the baseball 
field of Busan Elementary School in  
which has a Little League team in which 
Undae, Anri and Podong are. The kids 
are busy practicing. The JollyPolly 
family follows their tracking device to 
the field but they are too late, so they set 
off with the kids for Youngdo Bridge, 
following the signal for another ball. 
Podong succeeds in pulling the lever 
of Youngdo Bridge and they succeed 

KO-PRODuCTiON

The Korean Film Council (KOFIC) has made 
efforts in order for local filmmakers to get  
production opportunities not only at home 
but also abroad. KO-Production in Busan 
is a signature event, which was held from 
October 8th to 10th at the Asian Film 
Market during Busan International Film 
Festival this year.
The fifth edition of KO-Production in 
Busan provided business meetings for 
local filmmakers with overseas investors 
and producers since 2012. As a result, 
films like Hwayi: A Monster Boy (2013), The 
Last Princess,  A Midsummer’s Fantasia 
(2015) and Worst Woman found their way 
to production. It is of particular note those 
last two indie films could get production 

opportunities. They attracted stellar 
scores of 36,000 and 80,000 viewers 
respectively, high figures for independent 
titles. Meanwhile, KO-Production in Busan 
introduced 14 new projects this year. 
KO-Production is not just confined to 
Busan. KOFIC had or will hold the events in 
Tokyo, Paris and Beijing.
One of the  KO-Production in Beijing 
took place at the Beijing International 
Film Festival in April this year. The event 
included project translation, the making of 
promotional materials and prior business 
matching for moviemakers in the Film 
Business Center in Beijing with KOFIC’s 
support. 
The next KO-Production was held in 

Paris. Co-hosted by KOFIC and Centre 
national du cinema et de l'image animee 
(CNC), it put on one-on-one mentoring 
programs and business meetings. It was 
all the more meaningful as it was staged 
during The Year of Korea-France Cultural 
Exchange.
Meanwhile, KO-Production in Tokyo 
will open its doors from October 25th 
to 27th. The project is reflecting the 
changing trends of Asian film production 
markets through seminars of joint Korea-
Japan productions as well as one-on-
one scenario mentoring programs and 
business meetings. 

Korean Films Meeting 
the World

in getting the blue ball. Just then, the 
tracker goes off again and everyone 
crosses Gwangan Bridge and head for 
Haeundae. 

No.3 Project  

I Am the King
DIRECTOR KIM Joong  PRODUCER KIM Moon-saeng
CONTACT Royal Cosmo  Tel +82 2 516 3303
Email cesa97@gmail.com

Synopsis  On the planet of Anavia, General 
Kasso raises a military coup, which 
throws Anavia into chaos. King Wio, 
who is in deep despair over the death 
of his wife and children, hands his 
authority over to General Heri, his right-
hand man, and takes off with King Vera, 
his robot guard. On Earth, Juni is a 
middle school kid. Tae-seong makes fun 
of Juni and Su-yeon is the only one who 
stands up to Tae-seong. One day, Juni 
meets Master Wang Yang who claims 
to be a legendary kung fu master and 
he learns to do a bad kick. That night, 
Juni runs into Tae-seong who is bullying 
Su-yeon. Without thinking, he uses the 
kick on Tae-seong’s face and then passes 
out after getting punched by Tae-seong. 
Just then, King Vera, who has been 
buried in an abandoned mine hundreds 
of kilometers away, wakes up and shoots 
up into the sky to fly to Juni. He checks 
for the royal DNA and then treats Juni’s 
wounds. 

No.4 Project  

Memory
DIRECTOR PARK Tae-Dong  PRODUCER LEE Jong-Kwan, 
KWON Yong-Jin  CONTACT ROOT Animation Studio, DCG 
PLUS  Tel +82 10 2882 9088
Email tdpark70@gmail.com

Synopsis  Ara hits puberty. Her stepmother 
and grandfather never keep their 
promises, saying they forgot. Her 
grandfather gives the lame excuse that 
a goblin took his memories. Ara prays 

that if the memory stealing goblin 
is real, she hopes it will take all her 
father’s memories of her stepmother. 
A few days later, his memories of her 
stepmother are really gone. What’s 
worse, he doesn’t recognize Ara either. 
Guilt-ridden, Ara follows a cat called 
Safi who is chasing a blue light and ends 
up tripping and falling into the small 
lake near the village. She struggles to 
get out but is eventually sucked into the 
bottom of the lake and passes out. When 
she comes to, she sees a strange sight, 
the goblin world. 

No.5  Project  

The Last Forest
DIRECTOR TBD  PRODUCER CHO Yool, OH Eun-sil
CONTACT OH Eun-sil  Tel +82 2 980 7300
Email esoh9999@naver.com

Synopsis   Yuno is an 11-year-old boy who 
grew up in the U.S. with only his mother. 
When his mother dies, Yuno is sent to his 
uncle in Jeju Island whom he has never 
met. Yuno is now living with his uncle 
in Jeju when he comes across Two Star, 
a mysterious wild horse that has broken 
away from his herd. Two Star, with 
two stars imprinted on his forehead, 
disappears into the forest when night 
falls but walks Yuno to and from school 
once they become friends. Then one 
day, a disease spreads throughout Jeju 
and the whole forest is scheduled to be 
burned down to prevent the spread of the 
disease.

No.6  Project  

The Liars
DIRECTOR KIM Boo-yeong  PRODUCER LEE Byul-nam
CONTACT SOUL CREATIVE.CO.,LTD
Tel 070 8232 1800  Email neoani@gmail.com

Synopsis  Jang-hwa and his older sister 
Hong-ryeon dress up as ghosts on the 
last day of each month to scare the wits 
out of corrupt officials. But their luck 

runs out when they revisit a district 
magistrate that they already visited 
a few months ago. They get  wanted 
nationwide. Then one day, BYEON, the 
new official in town, uses his status to 
try and force himself on Hong-ryeon. 
Jang-hwa breaks into the official 
residence to rescue his sister who has 
been abducted. He demonstrates great 
martial arts skills and is about to save 
her when she is killed by an arrow shot 
by BYEON. Jang-hwa weeps and vows 
revenge.

No.7  Project  

Arabica in us
DIRECTOR Sarah Jinhee  PRODUCER Vincent Du
CONTACT Sarah Jinhee  Tel 82 10 9190 1587
Email sarahjinhee@gmail.com

Synopsis  Aram tours Beijing on Siyu’s 
rickshaw, shares a meal and tea and 
then returns to Korea, to her social 
welfare job and her dying mother. 
Soon enough, Aram has to cremate her 
mother. She flies off after quitting her job 
and arrives at the lake park, where she 
first met Siyu. She finds Siyu but does 
not approach him, aware that there’s 
no place for her in his life. Siyu lives 
his daily routine until he gets news of 
his grandfather’s passing, his only kin. 
After the funeral at his village Siyu 
returns to his grandfather’s old hut 
house to find Aram there. 

No.8 Project  

Baby Box
DIRECTOR JUNG  PRODUCER Young KIM
CONTACT MIRU Pictures
Tel 070 4196 8521 Email eyewitness@naver.com

Synopsis  Claire is a Korean living in Paris 
who is not interested in Korea at all. 
Her 10-year-old brother Julien is even 
less interested. One day, her parents 
get into a serious car accident. Claire’s 
mother dies and her father is in serious 
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KO-Pro in Busan’s 
14 Projects

No.1  Project  

A Father in a Wasted Land
DIRECTOR MIN Sung-Ah  
PRODUCER Eun-sil Sally LEE, Stanley KWAK
CONTACT INDIESTORY Inc.  Tel +82 2 722 6056
Email amenic99@naver.com

Synopsis  Maru is an ordinary dog that 
lives in a village near a nuclear plant. 
One day, an accident at the power plant 
leads to a vast area getting closed off and 
people evacuated. Maru, who had come 
to the marketplace with his master, is 

sent to a temporary shelter in a city far 
away. However, he leaves his master’s 
side to keep his promise to his wife Eomji 
to be by her side when she delivers their 
pups. He is accompanied by Kkami, 
a black goat who escaped from being 
turned into medicine at a health center 
and is in search of  ‘paradise.’ 

No.2  Project  

Alien Family JollyPolly
DIRECTOR RYU Su-Hwan  
PRODUCER KWAK Tae-Jung
CONTACT Animation Studio Vandal Co., Ltd.  
Tel 070 7005 9125  Email kwaktj72@naver.com

Synopsis  The JollyPolly family has 

succeeded in finding a cool planet 
(Earth) but their control panel breaks 
down on their way. Having lost the 
red, blue and yellow balls that produce 
a special power source, the JollyPolly 
family crash-lands on Earth. At that 
time, the red ball falls on the baseball 
field of Busan Elementary School in  
which has a Little League team in which 
Undae, Anri and Podong are. The kids 
are busy practicing. The JollyPolly 
family follows their tracking device to 
the field but they are too late, so they set 
off with the kids for Youngdo Bridge, 
following the signal for another ball. 
Podong succeeds in pulling the lever 
of Youngdo Bridge and they succeed 

KO-PRODuCTiON

The Korean Film Council (KOFIC) has made 
efforts in order for local filmmakers to get  
production opportunities not only at home 
but also abroad. KO-Production in Busan 
is a signature event, which was held from 
October 8th to 10th at the Asian Film 
Market during Busan International Film 
Festival this year.
The fifth edition of KO-Production in 
Busan provided business meetings for 
local filmmakers with overseas investors 
and producers since 2012. As a result, 
films like Hwayi: A Monster Boy (2013), The 
Last Princess,  A Midsummer’s Fantasia 
(2015) and Worst Woman found their way 
to production. It is of particular note those 
last two indie films could get production 

opportunities. They attracted stellar 
scores of 36,000 and 80,000 viewers 
respectively, high figures for independent 
titles. Meanwhile, KO-Production in Busan 
introduced 14 new projects this year. 
KO-Production is not just confined to 
Busan. KOFIC had or will hold the events in 
Tokyo, Paris and Beijing.
One of the  KO-Production in Beijing 
took place at the Beijing International 
Film Festival in April this year. The event 
included project translation, the making of 
promotional materials and prior business 
matching for moviemakers in the Film 
Business Center in Beijing with KOFIC’s 
support. 
The next KO-Production was held in 

Paris. Co-hosted by KOFIC and Centre 
national du cinema et de l'image animee 
(CNC), it put on one-on-one mentoring 
programs and business meetings. It was 
all the more meaningful as it was staged 
during The Year of Korea-France Cultural 
Exchange.
Meanwhile, KO-Production in Tokyo 
will open its doors from October 25th 
to 27th. The project is reflecting the 
changing trends of Asian film production 
markets through seminars of joint Korea-
Japan productions as well as one-on-
one scenario mentoring programs and 
business meetings. 

Korean Films Meeting 
the World

in getting the blue ball. Just then, the 
tracker goes off again and everyone 
crosses Gwangan Bridge and head for 
Haeundae. 

No.3 Project  

I Am the King
DIRECTOR KIM Joong  PRODUCER KIM Moon-saeng
CONTACT Royal Cosmo  Tel +82 2 516 3303
Email cesa97@gmail.com

Synopsis  On the planet of Anavia, General 
Kasso raises a military coup, which 
throws Anavia into chaos. King Wio, 
who is in deep despair over the death 
of his wife and children, hands his 
authority over to General Heri, his right-
hand man, and takes off with King Vera, 
his robot guard. On Earth, Juni is a 
middle school kid. Tae-seong makes fun 
of Juni and Su-yeon is the only one who 
stands up to Tae-seong. One day, Juni 
meets Master Wang Yang who claims 
to be a legendary kung fu master and 
he learns to do a bad kick. That night, 
Juni runs into Tae-seong who is bullying 
Su-yeon. Without thinking, he uses the 
kick on Tae-seong’s face and then passes 
out after getting punched by Tae-seong. 
Just then, King Vera, who has been 
buried in an abandoned mine hundreds 
of kilometers away, wakes up and shoots 
up into the sky to fly to Juni. He checks 
for the royal DNA and then treats Juni’s 
wounds. 

No.4 Project  

Memory
DIRECTOR PARK Tae-Dong  PRODUCER LEE Jong-Kwan, 
KWON Yong-Jin  CONTACT ROOT Animation Studio, DCG 
PLUS  Tel +82 10 2882 9088
Email tdpark70@gmail.com

Synopsis  Ara hits puberty. Her stepmother 
and grandfather never keep their 
promises, saying they forgot. Her 
grandfather gives the lame excuse that 
a goblin took his memories. Ara prays 

that if the memory stealing goblin 
is real, she hopes it will take all her 
father’s memories of her stepmother. 
A few days later, his memories of her 
stepmother are really gone. What’s 
worse, he doesn’t recognize Ara either. 
Guilt-ridden, Ara follows a cat called 
Safi who is chasing a blue light and ends 
up tripping and falling into the small 
lake near the village. She struggles to 
get out but is eventually sucked into the 
bottom of the lake and passes out. When 
she comes to, she sees a strange sight, 
the goblin world. 

No.5  Project  

The Last Forest
DIRECTOR TBD  PRODUCER CHO Yool, OH Eun-sil
CONTACT OH Eun-sil  Tel +82 2 980 7300
Email esoh9999@naver.com

Synopsis   Yuno is an 11-year-old boy who 
grew up in the U.S. with only his mother. 
When his mother dies, Yuno is sent to his 
uncle in Jeju Island whom he has never 
met. Yuno is now living with his uncle 
in Jeju when he comes across Two Star, 
a mysterious wild horse that has broken 
away from his herd. Two Star, with 
two stars imprinted on his forehead, 
disappears into the forest when night 
falls but walks Yuno to and from school 
once they become friends. Then one 
day, a disease spreads throughout Jeju 
and the whole forest is scheduled to be 
burned down to prevent the spread of the 
disease.

No.6  Project  

The Liars
DIRECTOR KIM Boo-yeong  PRODUCER LEE Byul-nam
CONTACT SOUL CREATIVE.CO.,LTD
Tel 070 8232 1800  Email neoani@gmail.com

Synopsis  Jang-hwa and his older sister 
Hong-ryeon dress up as ghosts on the 
last day of each month to scare the wits 
out of corrupt officials. But their luck 

runs out when they revisit a district 
magistrate that they already visited 
a few months ago. They get  wanted 
nationwide. Then one day, BYEON, the 
new official in town, uses his status to 
try and force himself on Hong-ryeon. 
Jang-hwa breaks into the official 
residence to rescue his sister who has 
been abducted. He demonstrates great 
martial arts skills and is about to save 
her when she is killed by an arrow shot 
by BYEON. Jang-hwa weeps and vows 
revenge.

No.7  Project  

Arabica in us
DIRECTOR Sarah Jinhee  PRODUCER Vincent Du
CONTACT Sarah Jinhee  Tel 82 10 9190 1587
Email sarahjinhee@gmail.com

Synopsis  Aram tours Beijing on Siyu’s 
rickshaw, shares a meal and tea and 
then returns to Korea, to her social 
welfare job and her dying mother. 
Soon enough, Aram has to cremate her 
mother. She flies off after quitting her job 
and arrives at the lake park, where she 
first met Siyu. She finds Siyu but does 
not approach him, aware that there’s 
no place for her in his life. Siyu lives 
his daily routine until he gets news of 
his grandfather’s passing, his only kin. 
After the funeral at his village Siyu 
returns to his grandfather’s old hut 
house to find Aram there. 

No.8 Project  

Baby Box
DIRECTOR JUNG  PRODUCER Young KIM
CONTACT MIRU Pictures
Tel 070 4196 8521 Email eyewitness@naver.com

Synopsis  Claire is a Korean living in Paris 
who is not interested in Korea at all. 
Her 10-year-old brother Julien is even 
less interested. One day, her parents 
get into a serious car accident. Claire’s 
mother dies and her father is in serious 
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condition. In a state of shock and grief, 
Claire goes through her mother’s things 
and discovers she was adopted when her 
parents were in Korea. She decides to 
go to Korea to look for her birth mother. 
When she arrives in Seoul with Julien, 
they go straight to the address of the 
babybox and meet a young man called 
Min-gi. He was also found in the babybox 
and this special connection brings Claire 
and Min-gi together.

No.9  Project  

Back to the Dinosaur
DIRECTOR KIM Tae-Hun  PRODUCER Alex KOH
CONTACT film Company Hong  Tel +82 2 518 1059
Email rainart00@hanmail.net

Synopsis  Chen comes across a thesis on 
dinosaurs that his father has written. 
He is surprised by the scientific facts in 
the thesis about dinosaurs that mankind 
hasn’t yet discovered. He sets off for the 
northern mountainous region where 
his father went missing. Chen and his 
colleague Mimi explore the caves but are  
sucked into a massive waterfall. A long 
time later, they regain consciousness on 
top of a huge tree and cannot believe the 
sight that lies before them. It looks like a 
jungle in the Mesozoic period. And there 
are actual dinosaurs living there. 

No.10  Project  

Early Morning in Hanoi
DIRECTOR Daniel H. Byun  CONTACT BYUN Hyuk
Tel +82 10 5255 0407  Email byun@skku.edu

Synopsis  The thirty-year-old Seung-min 
has a one-night stand with a man with 
the same name as her in the beautiful 
city of Hanoi. It’s just a casual hook-up 
in a club. But then Seung-min is faced 
with a serious dilemma. All they have 
is 2 months. Can they give up being 
players and take a chance on becoming 
true love? Or will they hide how they 
really feel and continue their ‘cool’ 

encounters? Is a two month relationship 
too short to discuss marriage and 
promise the future? What will Seung-
min choose? 

No.11  Project  

Encore
DIRECTOR TBD  PRODUCER LEE Yoon-Jin
CONTACT LEE Yoon-Jin  Tel +82 10 3442 0255
Email inewcompany@naver.com, inew.info@gmail.com

Synopsis   Hyun-seo is a banker who loses 
one breast to cancer before she can 
fully enjoy being a fabulous single in 
her thirties. One day she finds a photo 
of Absara statue in Angkor Wat which 
stands smiling with one breast missing. 
She feels compelled to ask her how she 
can stand for a thousand years with a 
smile on her face when one of her breasts 
has crumbled away. In Cambodia, Hyun-
seo meets a man, Jung-wan, through 
misfortune at a guesthouse. He volunteers 
to show her around and says her eyes look 
like a lizard’s. 

No.12 Project  

Nest
DIRECTOR TBD  PRODUCER TBD  
CONTACT  HAN Na-mi  Tel +82 11 355 7962
Email namistyle@gmail.com

Synopsis  Yeon-su is a 33-year-old man 
who has been working as a janitor for 5 
years. He is the very serial killer that has 
terrorized the city for the past 3 weeks. 
Mu-seok, who heads the investigation 
of the unprecedented serial killings in 
the city, arrests Yeon-su in his janitor’s 
uniform who stands looking down at 
the dead body at the third body dump 
site. When Yeon-su asks Mu-seok to tell 
why he did it, Mu-seok feels uneasy but 
agrees. Jin-won is a noted profiler and 
professor who has analyzed the minds of 
numerous serial killers. He places an old 
recorder before Mu-seok who then starts 
talking. The story unravels as he tells his 
story.

No.13  Project  

Sunshine Jakarta
DIRECTOR KIM Tai-sik  
PRODUCER KIM Hyo-jeong, fred CHONG
CONTACT fILM LINE  Tel +82 02 3443 5639
Email joyfilm@filmline.co.kr

Synopsis  Billy is a bike taxi driver in 
Jakarta. One night he picks up an elderly 
gentleman who is wandering the night 
streets. He sits in the back seat and tells 
Billy that he looks like his son. Billy 
thinks about his father whom he has 
no recollection of and then drops off the 
man at an apartment building. The old 
man tells him to wait, then goes upstairs 
and shoots himself. In his taxi, Billy 
finds the elderly man’s bag in which are a 
photograph of a man who looks like him 
and a chunk of frozen meat wrapped up in 
plastic. What is the relationship between 
the elderly gentleman and Billy? Where 
does the diamond hidden inside the meat 
come from?

No.14  Project  

Sweet Emily
DIRECTOR TBD  PRODUCER TBD
CONTACT WON Young-Jin  Tel +82 10 2234 3549
Email wony5@hanmail.net

Synopsis  Seung-hyun is a Korean Wave star 
who has been staying in Beijing long term 
because he’s appearing in a Korea-China 
co-production. He gets homesick and has 
many concerns as a star that he can’t 
speak openly about. Emily, the robot, is 
the only one  whom he can open up to. She 
looks just like a human being and makes 
people happy with the several hundreds 
of words and sentences programmed in 
her. Rumor has it that an eccentric genius 
scientist at Tsinghua University created 
her in the likes of his dead daughter 
whom he missed. From a certain point, 
the robot feels like a real person to Seung-
hyun. And he discovers several signs that 
convince him she’s real.    
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